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September 14, 2009
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

South Texas Project
Units 3 and 4

Docket Nos. 52-012 and 52-013
Response to Request for Additional Information

Reference: Letter, Jessie Muir to Scott Head, "Request for Additional Information,
Letter Number Four Related to the Environmental Report for the South Texas
Combined License Application", dated August 14, 2009 (ML091620673).

The above referenced letter contained 16 Requests for Additional Information (RAI) pertaining
COLA Part 3 Environmental Report. This letter provides responses to 11 of the RAIs including:

01.02-01 05.03.01-01 Corps-01
02.07-06 05.03.02.01-01 Corps-02
04.02-14 05.03.03.01-03 Corps-03
05.02-09 05.09.05-01

The remaining five RAIs will be transmitted to the NRC on or before September 28, 2009.
These include:

03.03-01 05.02-08
05.02-06 05.10-04
05.02-07

There are no commitments in this letter.
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If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (361) 972-7136, or Russell W. Kiesling
at (361)-972-4716

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on ';f'HA" /

Scott Head
Manager, Regulatory Affairs
South Texas Project, Units 3 & 4

rwk

Attachments:
Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Attachment 4:
Attachment 5:
Attachment 6:
Attachment 7:
Attachment 8:
Attachment 9:

RAI 01.02-01
RAI 02.07-06
RAI 04.02-14
RAI 05.02-09
RAI 05.03.01-01
RAI 05.03.02.01-01
RAI 05.03.03.01-03
RAI 05.09.05-01
RAI Corps-01

Attachment 10: RAI Corps-02
Attachment 11: RAI Corps-03

Enclosure:
AEP Avian Protection Plan for RAI 05.03.01-01
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cc: w/o attachment except*
(paper copy)

Director, Office of New Reactors
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Regional Administrator, Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, Texas 76011-8064

Kathy C. Perkins, RN, MBA
Assistant Commissioner
Division for Regulatory Services
Texas Department of State Health Services
P. 0. Box 149347
Austin, Texas 78714-9347

Alice Hamilton Rogers, P.E.
Inspection Unit Manager
Texas Department of State Health Services
P. 0. Box 149347
Austin, Texas 78714-9347

C. M. Canady
City of Austin
Electric Utility Department
721 Barton Springs Road
Austin, TX 78704

*Steven P. Frantz, Esquire
A. H. Gutterman, Esquire
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
1111 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington, D.C. 20004

*George F. Wunder

Two White Flint North
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

*Jessie Muir
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Rockville, MD 20852-2738
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*George Wunder
Loren R. Plisco
*Jessie Muir
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Steve Winn
Eddy Daniels
Joseph Kiwak
Nuclear Innovation North America

Jon C. Wood, Esquire
Cox Smith Matthews

J. J. Nesrsta
R. K. Temple
Kevin Pollo
L. D. Blaylock
CPS Energy
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Question Number: 01.02-01

QUESTION:

Provide a description of the route along the Colorado River to the STP site for barging materials
to be utilized for Units 3 and 4.

FULL TEST (Supporting Information):

For cumulative impact and ESA consultation purposes, provide the route for barging material to
STP. Will the access to the Colorado River be through the GIWW or the diversion canal in
Matagorda Bay? Will travel be from the south (e.g., through the Matagorda Shipping Channel),
or from the north (e.g., from Port of Freeport down the GIWW)?

RESPONSE:

At this time, no firm shipping contracts have been developed for transportation of materials to
the STP site. However, use of barge transportation will serve a critical role in materials delivery
during the construction of STP Units 3 & 4.

Barge transportation will be used for three primary types of cargo including:

* Prefabricated modules

* Large components fabricated overseas
* Bulk commodities

The current plans call for prefabricated modules and components fabricated overseas to be
shipped to the Port of Freeport (or points north) where they would be transferred from ocean-
going ships to inland barges. These barges would then traverse the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway
(GIWW) to the south and proceed upstream along the Colorado River to the site. No traffic is
expected to traverse the diversion canal in Matagorda Bay or the Matagorda Shipping Channel
since neither have port facilities adequate for the transfer of heavy cargo from ocean-going
vessels to inland barges.

Bulk commodities such as aggregate or structural fill materials will likely also be shipped in via
inland barge. Depending on the source of the materials, access to the Colorado River would be
either from the north or south along the GIWW. No bulk commodity traffic is expected to
traverse the diversion canal in Matagorda Bay or the Matagorda Shipping Channel.

CANDIDATE COLA REVISION:

No COLA revision is required as a result of this response.
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Question Number: 02.07-06:

OUESTION:

Provide updated atmospheric dispersion factors for ER Section 2.7.5.2, updated Exclusion Area
Boundary (EAB) distances for Table 7.1-7, and updated dose calculations for Tables 7.1-8
through 7.1-15.

FULL TEXT (Supporting Information):

Safety RAI 02.03.05-8 pointed out apparent discrepancies in distances used for calculation of
long-term dispersion analyses for assessing the potential consequences of routine releases for the
proposed STP Units 3 and 4. Safety RAIs 02.03.04-3 and 02.03.04-5 dealt with the
determination of distances from potential release points for the proposed STP Units 3 & 4 and
the exclusion area boundary. STPNOC's responses to these RAIs included changes to the
distances used in dose calculation and resultant changes to the atmospheric dispersion and
deposition parameter values used in dose calculations in the FSAR and ER. The changes in
distances used for the calculations have not been incorporated into the ER. Please incorporate
these changes as appropriate.

RESPONSE:

The information requested in this question was provided in the response to Environmental
Report RAI 5.4.2-1 (Reference 1). Specifically, revisions to atmospheric dispersion factors in
ER Sections 2.7.5.2, 2.7.6.2 and ER Table 7.1-7; updated distances to the Exclusion Area
Boundary (EAB), Low Population Zone (LPZ) boundary, site boundary and receptors of interest
in ER Tables 2.7-12, 14 and 15; and updated dose calculations for ER Tables 7.1-8 through 7.1-
15 were provided in the RAI 5.4.2-1 response.

REFERENCE:

"Response to Request for Additional Information," STPNOC letter, U7-C-STP-NRC-090075,
dated July 20, 2009.

CANDIDATE COLA REVISION:

No COLA revision is required as a result of this response.
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Question Number: 04.02-14

QUESTION:

Clarify the water body(ies) into which dewatering and storm waters would be discharged from
construction excavation activities. Specify the anticipated flow rates into Little Robbins Slough
if discharge waters would flow into this water body.

FULL TEXT (Supporting Information):

In response to RAI 4.2-6 (letter dated July 2, 2008) regarding water disposal during dewatering
activities, STPNOC stated in part "The options could include the following or a combination of
the following: 1) water could be decanted to the MCR after pumping to a retention pond. This
would not result in impacts to site surface water drainage features. 2) Pump to retention pond(s)
then discharge under TPDES Permit to site surface water body (ies). This could impact
existing ecologic communities as a result of raising the water levels of the receiving water
bodies ... " In response to RAI 4.2.2 (letter dated July 15, 2008), STPNOC stated "Water
pumped from construction excavations during dewatering activities would be pumped to the
MCR for use. The water could also be discharged to a retention pond where the silt would settle
prior to allowing the water to discharge out of a retention pond(s) to site drainage swales and the
site ditch system. If water from dewatering activities were discharged in this manner, the
flow in Little Robbins Slough could increase substantially during this phase of
construction ... " However, in FSAR Rev 2 Section 2.5S.4.5.4.1 "Dewatering Method",
STPNOC states "The effluent from the dewatering well system will be controlled, and
discharged into drop structures. The discharge points are located in the existing MCR."
There is no mention of possible discharge to Little Robbins Slough. Regarding the storm water
system for the excavated area, FSAR Rev 2 Section 2.5S.4.6.2.2 states "(t)he storm water will
then be pumped into the MCR." Again, there is no mention of an alternative involving Little
Robbins Slough. In order for the staff to evaluate impacts to aquatic communities on site and
within the vicinity of the site, the location for discharge of water from dewatering activities
needs to be clarified.

RESPONSE:

Dewatering and storm waters from construction excavation activities will be discharged to the'
Main Cooling Reservoir (MCR). Since STPNOC's submittal of the July 2, 2008 and
July 15, 2008 RAI responses cited in the NRC's RAI question above, STPNOC has determined
that maintaining the option to use discharge points other than the MCR for these waters will not
be necessary.

For clarification, the "dewatering and storm waters from construction excavation activities" that
would be discharged to the MCR are considered to be the groundwater and rain water that enter
(and thus require removal from) the excavated area(s). As detailed further in Section 4.2.1.1 of
the STP Units 3 and 4 Environmental Report, storm water that falls on other (i.e., grade level)
ground surfaces surrounding the excavated area(s) will be controlled under the construction
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Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) to prevent it from entering the excavated
area(s), and to remove sediment prior to its release to site drainage features.

CANDIDATE COLA REVISION:

No COLA revision is required as a result of this RAI response.
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Question Number: 05.02-09

OUESTION:

Provide details of the calibration of the MCR thermal model.

FULL TEXT (Supporting Information):

The applicant provided a brief description of the calibration of the MCR thermal model in
response to staff's RAI 5.2-4. Provide the following additional information:

1. A schematic representation of the MCR used within the model,
2. A list of model parameters that were included in the calibration,
3. The objective function used in the calibration,
4. Goodness-of-fit measures used, and
5. A description of the data and methods used to validate the model predictions of natural

and forced evaporation from the MCR.

Also include a description of any analysis performed to determine the sensitivity of the model to
parameter values.

RESPONSE:

Response to Item 1:

As stated in the July 30, 2009 response to RAI 5.2-4 (STP Letter U7-C-STP-NRC-09009 1), the
thermal response of the MCR was estimated using a one-dimensional multi-layer hydrothermal
model. The model uses a finite difference numerical scheme to solve the governing conservation
of mass and heat equations and the surface heat transfer equations. Details about the equations
used to calculate the various components of heat fluxes can be found in References 1 and 2.

The configuration of the MCR (shown in Figure 1) was represented numerically in the model by
15 segments of equal surface area and volume as depicted in the schematics in Figure 2. Each
segment contains a surface layer where heat transfer with the atmosphere takes place, and 2
bottom layers to account for potential vertical stratification and the return flow for entrainment at
the cooling water discharge. The model calculates the rate of net heat fluxes through the free
surface of each segment and by applying the heat and mass balance principles, computes the heat
flux into the next segment.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the MCR and the predominant flow path.
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Surface LayerCooling Water

Discharge Cooling Water flow + Entrained flow
Flow/Temperature

15 Equal Segments
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Figure 2: Schematics of the MCR as represented in the model

Response to Item 2:

The MCR thermal model was calibrated using historical meteorological data and historical STP
1 & 2 plant and reservoir operation data from 2002 to 2005 as described in the response to RAI
5.2-4. The historical meteorological data used include:

* Dry bulb air temperature (OF),
* Wind speed (mph),
• Relative humidity (%),
* Cloud cover (Fraction),
* Clear sky solar radiation (Langleys/Day).

The first four data sets were taken from two National Climate Data Center (NCDC)
meteorological stations: Victoria (WBAN # 12922) and Victoria Regional Airport (WBAN #
12912). The last data set (clear sky solar radiation) was taken from the Hamon Chart (Figure 3 in
Reference 1).

The historical plant data used for the model calibration include the cooling water flow rate and
the daily plant heat load input to the MCR as developed from STP 1 & 2 station operation
record.

The water surface area of MCR for heat transfer is 6,987 acres in the calibration runs, based on
the average MCR water level of 44 ft MSL over the calibration period and in accordance with
the MCR stage-surface area relationship provided in Figure 2.4.8-7 of STP UFSAR for Units 1 -
and 2 (Reference 3). The corresponding reservoir volume is 164,550 acre-ft.

The first part of the model calibration process was focused on the selection of a wind speed
function that can best estimate the evaporative flux across the water surface. Seven wind speed
functions were evaluated as discussed in the response to RAI 5.2-4. The Ryan wind speed
function (Reference 2), formulated for cooling ponds with imposed heat loads, was selected
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because it produces more realistic thermal predictions for operating cooling reservoirs. During
the MCR thermal model calibration, the predicted water temperature at the cooling water intake
and discharge was compared against the temperature observed at the condenser inlet and outlet
for the period of 2002 to 2005 by adjusting the calibration parameter, which is the wind speed
coefficient of the Ryan function (Reference 2). The calibration objective was to select a wind
speed function coefficient that would result in the best agreement between the predicted and
observed temperatures, as described further in the following response to Item 3.

Response to Item 3:

As part of the model calibration process, the Ryan wind speed function coefficient was tested
over a range varying from 0.90 to 1.08, and the value of 0.94 was found to produce the most
satisfactory predictions when comparing with the observed temperatures. The predicted
temperatures are plotted against the observed temperatures at the intake and discharge of the
MCR in Figures 3 and 4 for the years 2004 and 2005, respectively.

2004 - Calibration - WSFC = 0.94
Ryan Wind Speed Function

x INTAKE (Observed)

a DISCHARGE (Observed)

-INTAKE (Predicted)

-DISCHARGE (Predicted)
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Figure 3: Comparison of the predicted temperature by the thermal model and observed
temperatures for 2004.
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2005 - Calibration - WSFC = 0.94
Ryan Wind Speed Function
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Figure 4: Comparison of the predicted temperature by the thermal model and observed
temperatures for 2005.

Two objective functions were used in the calibration: the mean square error (M.S.E.) and the
mean error (M.E.) and they are defined as follows:

M.S.E. (Tpredicted - Tmeasured)2

N values
M.. (TpredcteN - Tmeasured

N values

Where: Tpredicted = temperature predicted by the model
Tmeasured = measured temperature at the intake and discharge of MCR
Nvalues = number of Tmeasured values

The calibrated wind speed function coefficient was determined by both minimizing the mean
square error and mean error, and by visual inspection of the temperature time histories,
especially the peaks of the intake temperature during the summer months (critical period). The
wind speed function coefficient of 0.94 was found to produce the most realistic temperature
predictions and was adopted for the calibrated MCR thermal model.

Response to Item 4:

The following table summarizes the goodness-of-fit measures used for the calibrated wind speed
function coefficient of 0.94.
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Table 1: Mean Square Error and Mean Error of the calibration model runs for the years 2002-
2005

1 IGoodness-of-fit
Location YEAR 2002 2003 2004 2005
Discharge Mean Square Error 2.3 3.3 2.8 2.3
Temperature (°F) Mean Error 0.0 0.2 0.6 -0.1
Intake Mean Square Error 2.1 3.5 3.0 2.4
Temperature (°F) Mean Error 0.0 0.2 0.6 -0.1

Response to Item 5:

The thermal model uses a heat flux budget method to estimate the heat transfer through the
surface of a water body. One of the heat flux components that the model estimates is the
evaporative heat flux, (DE. There is an extensive literature that addresses the calculation of the
evaporative heat flux and the general equation, from Section 2.4 of Reference 2, as shown below:

(DE = p Lv F(W) (e, - ea)

Where OE is the evaporative heat flux from a water surface (BTU/ft2-day)
p is the density of water (lbm/ft3)
Lv is the latent heat of evaporation, equal to 1060 Btu/hr
F(W) is the wind speed function (Btu/ft2-day-mm Hg)
es is the saturation vapor pressure of the air at the temperature of

the water surface (mm Hg)
ea is the vapor pressure at 2 meters above the water surface (mm Hg).

This equation is used by the thermal model to estimate the natural and forced evaporation from
the MCR. As part of the calibration process, seven wind speed functions, which are Lake Hefner,
Meyer, Lake Colorado City, Brady, Ryan, Throne, and EPRI, were evaluated. The Lake Hefner
function was selected for the prediction of the natural evaporation of the MCR, following the
recommendation in Reference 2 for cooling pond systems with no imposed heat load. For the
MCR thermal model simulations with imposed heat load from the 2 existing units and from
Units 3 and 4, the Ryan function was selected.

An extensive review of laboratory experiments and field data that validate the use of the above
equation for predicting the natural and forced evaporation in cooling ponds is presented in
Reference 2. The validation of the MCR natural and forced evaporation predictions is presented
in the January 22, 2009 response to RAI 2.3-6 (STP Letter U7-C-STP-NRC-090006) as part of
the validation of the water quality model using the following historical STP 1 & 2 operational
data from January 1, 2004 to December 31, 2005:

" Daily diversion flows from the Colorado River
* Heat load from Units 1 & 2 to MCR.
* Water level in the MCR
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Based on the historical operational data of Units 1 & 2, the thermal model predicts the total
(natural plus forced) evaporation from the MCR for the years 2004 to 2005. This information is
used as an input to the water quality model that also tracks the water surface elevation in the
MCR. Other input parameters to the model for predicting the water surface elevation are the
daily diversion flows from the Colorado River, daily rainfall and seepage loss from the MCR.
The good agreement between the predicted water surface elevation and the observed data as
demonstrated in Figure 5 validates the capability of the thermal model to predict the evaporative
flux from the MCR.

2-Unit Operation, Years 2004-2005 -Predicted
-Observed Data

48.00
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Figure 5: Comparison of Predicted and Observed Water Levels in the MCR for 2-Unit
Operation from 1/2004 to 12/2005

Response on Sensitivity of the MCR Thermal Model

The sensitivity of the thermal model with respect to the different wind speed functions and wind
speed function coefficients were evaluated as part of the calibration process described above. In
addition, the number of segments and the bottom layer allocation in terms of the number and the
depth of bottom layers were evaluated. The simulated thermal response was found to be
relatively insensitive, and as an example, was within a range of 0.2°F for the test cases with
different bottom layer configurations.
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REFERENCES:

1. Proceedings of Stormwater and Water Quality Model Users, Group Meeting, April 12-13,
1984, EPA-600/9-85-003.

2. Ryan, P .J. and D. R. F. Harleman 1973. "An Analytical and Experimental Study of Transient
Cooling Pond Behavior", Report No. 161, Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory, Department of Civil
and Environmental Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA,
1973.

3. "STPEGS Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) for Units 1 & 2" Revision 13.

CANDIDATE COLA REVISION:

No COLA revision is required as a result of this RAI response.
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Question Number: 05.03.01-01

OUESTION:

Provide a description or document that outlines the procedures followed by electrical
transmission line operators to minimize bird strikes and electrocution risk. If an Avian
Protection Plan or avian protection policies are used by transmission line operators to implement
protective measures, provide copies of these documents.

FULL TEXT (Supporting Information):

STP lies within the Central migratory flyway for birds and is within 10 miles of several
migratory songbird stopover areas. The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department has provided a
scoping letter to the NRC (May 18, 2008) that requests an analysis of the potential increase in
bird strikes from proposed new/upgraded aerial electrical transmission lines and information
regarding proposed measures to reduce avian mortality (i.e., line markers).

RESPONSE:

STPNOC neither owns nor controls transmission line rights-of-way (ROW) and consequently
can not control activities that occur within those ROWs. There are three transmission line
service providers that own or operate transmission lines associated with the South Texas Project.
They include AEP, CenterPoint Energy, and CPS Energy. Each entity was contacted and copies
of applicable Avian Protection Plans or avian protection policies were requested. At the time
this RAI response was due, only AEP had responded to the request. A copy of the AEP Avian
Protection Plan is enclosed.

CANDIDATE COLA REVISION:

No COLA revision is required as a result of this response
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Question Number: 05.03.02.01-01

OUESTION:

Provide clarification of data used in STPNOC's CORMIX simulation.

FULL TEXT (Supporting Information):

In response to staff s RAI 5.3.2-1, STPNOC provided input files and previously collected data
that supported a CORMIX simulation of the MCR blowdown discharge to the Colorado River.
In order for the staff to evaluate if these data are suitable for input into CORMIX, provide (a) the
date(s) when the cross section of the Colorado River was measured, (b) the reference datum used
for these depth measurements and the reference datum for the cross section depth values reported
in the files provided by STPNOC to the staff, (c) any discharge measurements made concurrently
on the same date(s), (d) location in the Colorado River with respect to the blowdown discharge
diffuser where the cross section was measured, (e) description of how the "cold-end pond
temperature" was estimated, and (f) the location within the MCR that corresponds to the "cold
end."

RESPONSE:

Based on the revised CORMIX parameters described in parts a through f of this response,
STPNOC has performed a revised CORMIX simulation. The results of that simulation are
described in part g) of this response.

a) The cross-section of the Colorado River used in the Cormix simulation of the MCR blowdown
was taken from the bathymetric survey of November 7, 2006.

b) Since the water surface elevations are reported as zero in the bathymetric study and in the
cross-sections supplied to staff, the reported depth measurements are true water depths measured
on that date and are independent of reference datums. The NAVD'88 vertical reference datum
was used during the bathymetry study. The NAVD'88 datum is 0.2 feet less than the NGVD'29
elevation (i.e., NAVD'88 - NGVD'29 = -0.2 feet) in the area of the survey.

c) The river discharge measured on November 7, 2006 by the USGS flow gage on the Colorado
River near Bay City, Texas (the nearest USGS flow gage to STP) was 888 cfs
(http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/dv?referred module=sw&site no=08162500). There are no
major river inflows to the Colorado River between this USGS gage and the STP site. The
difference in gage height between river flows of 2464 cfs (the river flow used in the Cormix
analysis) and 888 cfs is 2.69 feet
(http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/nwisweb/data/exsa rat/08162500.rdb). That is, the river surface
is 2.69 feet higher for a river flow of 2464 cfs than for the conditions during the bathymetric
study.
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d) Cross-sections were measured at 78 locations spanning the river from upstream of the
Reservoir Makeup Pumping Facility (upstream of all blowdown discharge ports) to downstream
of discharge port no. 7 (the furthest downstream blowdown discharge port). The cross-section
used in the discharge impact modeling (cross-section HHH of the bathymetric study) was that
most central to the seven discharge ports, being near the middle discharge port (#4). The river
width and depth (cross-sectional area/width) used in the revised Cormix modeling (described in
part g, below) was 321 feet x 17.59 feet. This is based on the same cross-section, accounting for
the change in river surface elevation described in part c, above.

e, f) The cold-end pond temperature corresponds to the CWS Intake. The cold-end pond
temperature used in the previous Cormix simulation is given in ER (Rev.02), Table 3.4-3, under
the heading CWS Intake Average Monthly Temperature. Estimated discharge temperature
excess was calculated for each monthly average temperature in that table by subtracting the river
grab sample temperature taken during that month, as given in ER Rev.02 Table 2.3.3-1 (a), from
the corresponding Table 3.4-3 CWS intake (cold-end) temperature. The maximum estimated
monthly discharge temperature excess, 20.41°F, was found for March 2003 (75.38°F cold-end
temperature, 12.76TC river temperature) and was used in the previous Cormix simulation.

Subsequent to the previous Cormix simulation, a new MCR analysis (including temporal
temperature distributions within the MCR at the CWS discharge, MCR blowdown, and CWS
intake locations) was performed and described in the response to RAI 2.3-6. That analysis
simulated daily historical 4-unit 100%-power temperatures at the MCR blowdown for a 50+ year
period through 2005. River grab samples in the plant vicinity were taken by the Lower Colorado
River Authority from 1982 and included 172 days of river temperatures corresponding to the
MCR simulation period. Discharge excess temperatures (MCR blowdown location temperature
- river temperature) for each of these 172 days was calculated-and a maximum discharge
temperature excess of 21.32°F (64.86°F blowdown temperature, 6.41TC = 43.54°F river
temperature) was found, corresponding to conditions on January 4, 2001. Those January 4, 2001
temperatures were used in the revised Cormix modeling presented in part g, below.

g) Revised Cormix simulation.

Parameters Common to Previous and Revised Analysis
The revised Cormix analysis of the MCR blowdown into the Lower Colorado River, like the
previous analysis, used Cormix version 5.0 (March, 2007). Physical discharge parameters were
taken from the STP 3&4 COL ER. The discharge consists of a set of 7 downstream ports located
near the stream bank (ER Section 5.3.2.2.1). These ports are spaced nominally 250 feet apart in
a downstream direction (ER Figure 3.4-4). Each port is 3-feet in diameter, pointing 45 degrees
from the flow direction into the river in the horizontal plane (ER Figure 3.4-4). Each port is -3-
feet from the river bottom; the vertical angle of each port with the horizontal plane = 0 (ER
Figure 3.4-4).

The maximum blowdown discharge rate of 308 cfs (ER Section 5.3.2.2.1) was analyzed. The
minimum river flow into which this blowdown flow would be discharged is 8 times the
discharge flow (ER Section 5.3.2.2.1), or 2464 cfs. Since Cormix does not explicitly handle a
system of ports such as used at STP (because of the relatively large distance between the ports) a
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single port was analyzed with Cormix and those results generalized to the 7-port STP system. A
single port discharges 308 / 7 = 44 cfs.

Revised Analysis
The only parameter changes to the previous analysis are the conceptualized river cross-section
(321-feet wide x 17.59-feet deep, see part d above) and the discharge (64.86°F) and river
(43.54°F) temperatures (see parts e, f above). Using these parameters, the Cormix results for a
single port show that the discharge acts as a bottom-attached jet, which lifts off the bottom after
about 60-feet and eventually impinges the surface after about another 60-feet with a small (-9-
foot) upstream intrusion wedge. The plume then undergoes buoyant spreading as it is
transported downstream with the ambient river flow and becomes laterally fully mixed (end of
buoyant spreading region) at about 1060-feet downstream from the discharge point.

The impact of the complete discharge system was simulated by superposing the solution for a
single port at each of the 7-discharge locations which are spread 250 feet apart. The dilution
parameter, S (entrained flow in the plume/ discharge flow), was calculated for the complete
system {Stotal = 1/Y_ (1/Si), where i = 1 to 7 for each of the 7-ports}. The plume temperature
excess (above ambient) is then given as ATdischarrge/ Stotal.

The plume temperature excess of 50F was found to lie in the laterally fully mixed (i.e., across the
entire width of the river) portion of the plume at a downstream distance of 2.1 miles from the
furthest upstream port (1.8 miles from the furthest downstream port). Although the plume is
laterally fully mixed, the plume's buoyancy restricts the thermally impacted portion of the river
to the upper 9.6 feet of the river's depth at this location; the temperature in the bottom 8.0 feet of
the river is at natural ambient temperatures. The discharge becomes fully mixed with the river
(laterally and vertically) 4.1 miles from the downstream end of the discharge system, where the
fully mixed temperature excess is 2.4 0F.

Effect of MCR Salinity
The previous and above revised mixing analyses assumed no salinity difference between the
discharge and river waters. The MCR analysis mentioned in parts e and f above simulated long-
term daily MCR and river conductivities. The results of imposing long-term average and date
(1/4/2001) specific salinities on top of the modeled temperatures are summarized here.

The MCR modeling indicated long-term (50+ years) river and MCR conductivites of 3720 and
6260 iS/cm, which were estimated to result in river and MCR discharge densities of 1001.66
and 100137 kg/m3. With these conditions, the 50F isotherm extends 730 feet downstream from
the furthest downstream port and would cover about 55% of the river width and 65% of its
depth; lesser temperature rises would be seen out to the river bank and over about 79% of the
river's depth. Ambient river water would flow beneath this.

The MCR modeling also indicated river and MCR conductivities of 940 and 7050 gS/cm on
1/4/2001, which together with the modeled temperatures were estimated to result in densities of
1000.37 and 1001.73 kg/m3. With these conditions, the 5°F isotherm extends 1.3 miles from the
furthest downstream port, would cover the entire width of the river and would occupy the upper
54% of the river's depth.
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CANDIDATE COLA REVISION:

No COLA revision is required as a result of this response.
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Question Number: 05.03.03.01-03

OUESTION:

Provide an analysis of UHS cooling tower impacts for normal operation.

FULL TEXT (Supporting Information):

The text on ER Rev 2 page 5.3-21 (Section 5.3.3.1) states that the input to the SACTI code analysis of
cooling tower impacts is for the 'normal' operational mode. However, review of the information in the
input files and comparison of that information with information on UHS cooling tower operation in ER
Section 3.3 (Table 3.3-1), ER Section 3.4 (Table 3.4-1), and FSAR Sections 9.2.5.3 through 9.2.5.6
clearly shows that the SACTI analysis is for maximum heat rejection. The FSAR indicates that maximum
heat rejection would only last for about 3 days following reactor shutdown. It is also likely that
simultaneous shutdown of both Units 3 and 4 would be infrequent. Therefore, the potential impacts
(visible plume characteristics and salt deposition) of UHS cooling tower operation are significantly over-
estimated. The ER needs to present realistic estimates of environmental impacts. Note also that the drift
eliminator description in the July 2008 SACTI input file is not the same as found in FSAR Section
9.2.5.5.2 (3) Drift Losses (Page 9.2-1 1). The FSAR indicates a "...2-inches center-to center Belgian wave
form" drift eliminator. The SACTI input file indicates a "Standard Herringbone" drift eliminator. Update
the FSAR, ER, and input to SACTI to be consistent and provide a revised SACTI analysis for normal
plant operation based on the consistent cooling tower information.

RESPONSE:

The SACTI code analysis presented in ER Rev 2 was based on emergency shutdown operating conditions
instead of at normal operating conditions as stated in the section. The SACTI analysis presented in the
ER has been revised to incorporate normal operating conditions and provide realistic estimates of
environmental impacts. The SACTI analysis was also revised to include the Belgian Wave Form drift
eliminator instead of the Standard Herringbone drift eliminator. The FSAR does not require revision
since the correct drift eliminator design was identified in the FSAR.

CANDIDATE COLA REVISION

ER Sections 5.3.3, 5.1.1.1, and 5.8.1.3, Table 5.10-1, and ER Figure 5.3-1 will be revised as follows.

5.3.3 Heat Dissipation Systems

This section describes the impacts of the heat dissipation system during operation of
STP 3 & 4, including the impacts of heat dissipation on the atmosphere and on terrestrial
ecosystems. Consideration is given to potential atmospheric phenomena resulting from
operation of this heat-dissipation system and the significance of the potential environmental
impacts on terrestrial ecosystems and human activities in the STP site vicinity.
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5.3.3.1.1 Heat Dissipation to the Atmosphere

As described in Section 3.4, a closed-cycle cooling system will be used for STP 3 & 4, using
the existing MCR. Additionally, mechanical draft cooling towers will be constructed to assist
in heat load dissipation and serve as the UHS. Thermal discharges resulting from ptapt htese
systems will be to the MCR and to the atmosphere. During normal operating conditions,
most of the heat load f •romTTP 3 &4 will be to the MCR, and each of the towers would
operate at one-half capacity. The cooling towers would operate at full capacity during
emergency reactor shutdown.

Main Cooling Reservoir

The plume from a cooling pond like the MCR would either exist as a ground level fog over
the pond that will evaporate close to the edge of the pond, or lift to become stratus for
moderate to calm wind conditions. Elevated plumes and the associated shadowing would not
be expected from the operation of the MCR. NUREG-1555 also concludes that drift from a
cooling pond or lake would not need to be considered. Therefore, only fogging and the
associated icing impacts are considered for the operation of the MCR.

Mechanical Draft Cooling Towers

Cooling towers evaporate water to dissipate heat to the atmosphere. The evaporation is
followed by partial recondensation which creates a visible mist or plume. The plume creates
the potential for shadowing, fogging, icing, localized increases in humidity, and possibly
water deposition. In addition to evaporation, small water droplets are blown out of the tops
of the cooling towers. The water droplets are referred to as drift and can deposit water and
dissolved salts on vegetation and surfaces.

For STP 3 & 4, STPNOC modeled the impacts from fogging, icing, shadowing, and drift
deposition using the Electric Power Research Institute's Seasonal/Annual Cooling Tower
Impact (SACTI) prediction code. This code incorporates the modeling concepts presented by
Policastro et al., which were endorsed by the NRC in NUREG-1555 (References 5.3-29 and
5.3-16). The model provides predictions of seasonal and annual cooling tower impacts from
mechanical or natural draft cooling towers. It predicts average plume length, rise, drift
deposition, fogging, icing, and shadowing, providing results that have been validated with
experimental data (Reference 5.3-29).

Engineering data for the ABWR was used to develop input to the SACTI model for normal
operations. The SACTI model simulated two identical cooling towers, each with a maximum
heat rejection rate of 46-4-0107.5' Bs uper- he*" • and a maximum circulating water flow
of 64-2- 4,=3 l gallons per minute. The cooling towers are located south of each unit. The
cooling tower height would be 119 feet. Three cycles of concentration were assumed for the
analysis. The meteorological data was from the STP 1 & 2 meteorological tower for the
years 1997, 1999, and 2000, and from the National Climatic Data Center for the same years
from the Palacios Municipal Airport (Reference 5.3-30). Additional physical and
performance characteristics of the mechanical draft cooling towers ___ ______

would be as follows:
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Parameter Value

Number of cooling towers 2

Tower width 52 feet

Tower length 284 feet

Diameter of individual fan outlet 28.3 feet

Number of fans per cooling tower

Cooling tower height (above surface elevation) 119 feet

Surface elevation (above MSL) 0 feet

Design duty 4.6 x 108 BtwAi/rTW

Maximum drift rate (percentage of circulating 0.005%
water flow rate)

Circulating water flow rate 64,2-00A ,H) I gpm

Cooling range 6.7 0F

Approach 14.4°F

Dry bulb temperature 115°F

Wet bulb temperature 85.3 0F

Air flow rate per fan 94,-3;2OCd cubic
feet per minute

Cycles of concentration 3

Salt (NaCl) concentration 800 mg/L

5.3.3.1.2 Length and Frequency of Elevated Plumes for Mechanical Draft Cooling Towers

The SACTI code calculated the expected plume lengths by direction for each season for the
combined effect of the two mechanical draft cooling towers. The plumes would occur in all
compass directions. The average plume length and height was calculated from the frequency
of occurrence for each plume based on the distance from the tower. The median plume
length and height is the distance where half of all the plumes would be expected to be shorter
than that distance.

The average plume length would range from 04.2 miles in the summer season to 4,0.
miles in the winter season. The annual prediction for the average plume length is 4 39
miles from the cooling towers. The median plume length would be less than two tenths of a
mile for each season and annually. The average plume height ranges from 4-7011 feet in the
summer season to-9-30 72 feet in the winter season. The annual prediction for the average
plume height is 64-0-180 feet. The median plume height would be 98-66 feet in every season.
The annual prediction for the median plume height would also be 98-66 feet. The plume
would extend beyond the site boundary for a maximum of--g 3, hours during the winter
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season to the north of the cooling towers. The annual prediction for the time that the plume
extends beyond the site boundary was 47-0-" hours per year in the north-northwest direction.

The plumes from the cooling towers would occur in each direction of the compass and would
be spread over a wide area, reducing the time that the plume would be visible from any
particular location. The average plume lengths would be short and would not be long enough
to reach the site boundary in most directions. Due to the varying directions and short average
plume height and length, impacts from elevated plumes would be SMALL and not warrant
mitigation.

As modeled, plumes from the mechanical draft cooling towers would be as follows:

Winter Spring Summer Fall Annual

North-
Predominant direction North northwest North South South

Average plume length (miles) 40. 4 7 44,_ 4--. A 30

Median plume length (miles) 04-912 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12

Average plume height (feet) 9 5-0140j. 4-700 -230 64-@ 80

Median plume height (feet) 99 o699 6J9 •989 L6

Maximum hours the plume

extends beyond the site 62•_ TV 2-7-f1
boundary

Direction of maximum time North- North- North- North-
plume extends beyond site North
boundary northwest northwest northwest northwest

5.3.3.1.3 Ground-Level Fogging and Icing

Main Cooling Reservoir

The MCR is an approximately 7000 acre cooling pond that was originally designed to serve
as the heat removal system for four nuclear power reactors. Only two of the four originally
proposed nuclear power reactors were constructed, and these two reactors (STP 1 & 2) use
the MCR for cooling. STPNOC has proposed to construct two ABWR reactors at STP.
These new reactors (STP 3 & 4) would also use the MCR for heat removal. Although the
MCR was designed for four reactors, the additional heat load from the new units would
increase the potential for fogging from the MCR.

A fog monitoring program was initiated before the operation of STP 1 & 2 to assess the
impact of operation of the MCR on local meteorology. The monitoring program was
conducted in two phases. Phase I (pre-operation) began in May 1987 and continued for one
year collecting data before the August 1988 commercial operation of STP Unit 1. Phase II
(post-operation) began in June 1989 after commercial operation of STP Unit 2 and continued
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for one year until June 1990. Fog monitoring was accomplished by operation of two
visibility meters. One visibility meter was located on FM 521 approximately one mile
northwest of STP 1 & 2. The second visibility meter was located approximately 11 miles
west-southwest of STP 1 & 2 to serve as a control site. The pre-operational monitoring
results totaled 229 hours per year for the FM 521 monitoring station and 163 hours per year
for the control monitoring station. The increase in actual hours of fogging was 33 hours for
the FM 521 monitoring station and 56 hours per year at the control monitoring station. The
control monitoring station resulted in a greater increase in fogging events, indicating an
overall increase in natural fog occurrence in the area during the period of the monitoring
program. The results of the fog monitoring program do not indicate that the presence of the
MCR significantly increases the fog occurrence over the naturally occurring fog for STP 1 &
2.

To determine the increase in fogging potential once STP 3 & 4 becomes operational, the
MCR was modeled using the Gaussian Plume Model to determine the downwind plume
concentrations of moisture from MCR water evaporation. Inputs for the Gaussian Plume
Model include the receptor height, release height, source strength, wind speed, and vertical
and lateral plume dispersion parameters. The vertical and lateral plume dispersion
parameters were functions of downwind distance and stability class. The MCR was
approximated as a square with each side being 5322-meters long, which corresponds to the
square root of the pond area. Because of the size of the MCR in relation to the receptor
location, the Gaussian Plume model, which is for a point source, was generalized to describe
an area source. The generalization was calculated by integrating the point source solution
over the pond area. Additional details of the model are discussed in the calculation package
(Tetra Tech 2008).

Daily evaporation rates in inches were provided from the MCR Thermal Calculation. The
MCR Thermal Calculation predicts the water consumption from two unit (existing units) and
four unit (existing units plus the proposed new units) operation. One of the outputs of this
study is the daily evaporation rates. Values of daily evaporation for both the two unit
operation and four unit operation at 93% and 100% load factors were provided. The daily
evaporation for two and four unit operation at 100% load factor was converted to hourly
evaporation rates using the hourly wind speed and relative humidity. Those hourly rates
served as the source term in the model. The 100% load factor was assumed for conservatism.

The meteorological data used in the analysis was the same as the data used in other sections
of the ER. The data was collected onsite from the STP 1 & 2 meteorological tower for the
years 1997, 1999, and 2000. This data included the wind speed, wind direction, and stability
class. Additional data was acquired from the National Climatic Data Center for the Palacios
Municipal Airport. This data, also for the years 1997, 1999, and 2000, included the dew
point temperature and the dry bulb temperature. The relative humidity of the ambient air was
calculated from the dry bulb temperature and the dew point temperature.

There were two receptor locations identified, Receptor 1 is 500 meters north of the edge of
the MCR on FM 521. Receptor 2 is 1800 meters north of the edge of the MCR along FM
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521 where the road arcs around STP 1 & 2. These are expected to be the most sensitive
locations to fogging events because of the proximity of these locations to the MCR and
because they are in the predominant wind direction. Impacts at these receptor locations
would bound any impact at other receptor locations. Because of the size of the MCR, wind
blowing from multiple directions could pass over the MCR and reach the receptor locations.
For this reason, any wind direction northward from East to West was assumed to pass over
the MCR and reach the 500 meter receptor location, and any wind direction northward from
Northeast to Northwest was assumed to pass over the MCR and reach the 1800 meter
receptor location. The receptor locations were also assumed to be at the ground elevation of
STP 1 & 2. The berm around the MCR is approximately 37 feet above the elevation of STP 1
& 2. Therefore, the plume would be released at a higher elevation than the receptdr, and this
elevation difference is accounted for in the model.

The number of times that the wind was blowing in one of the receptor locations for the entire
meteorological period is provided in Table 1. The wind direction is toward Receptor 1 for 64
percent of the year and toward Receptor 2 for 47 percent of the year. This confirms that any
impacts observed at these receptor locations would bound other receptor locations. Since the
meteorological data was for three years, the total was divided by three to get an average
annual number of hours that the wind direction is toward one of the receptors.

Table 1. Number of hours that the wind direction is towards a receptor.
Total Annual

Total number Annual Percentage of number of number of Percentage
of hours that number of time that the hours that hours that of time that

the wind hours that the wind the wind the wind the wind
direction is wind direction direction is direction is direction is direction is

toward is toward toward toward toward toward
Month Receptor 1 Receptor 1 Receptor 1 Receptor 2 Receptor 2 Receptor 2
January 1240 413 56% 915 305 41%
February 1239 413 61% 908 303 45%
March 1494 498 67% 954 318 43%
April 1430 477 66% 1022 341 47%
May 1700 567 76% 1398 466 63%
June 1820 607 84% 1560 520 72%
July 1922 641 86% 1658 553 74%
August 1730 577 78% 1428 476 64%
September 1200 400 56% 810 270 38%
October 1168 389 52% 625 208 28%
November 937 312 43% 588 196 27%
December 849 283 38% 496 165 22%
All Months 16729 5576 64% 12362 4121 47%

The model simulation then used the inputs described above to determine the number of hours
that the relative humidity of the plume from the MCR would be 100 percent when only the
heat load from the existing units was applied to the MCR. This value was then divided by
three, the number of years in the meteorological period, to determine the average number of
hours per year that the plume would have a relative humidity of 100 percent at one of the
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receptor locations. These would be hours where the potential for fogging would be
significantly increased. Table 2 provides this information by month and annually.

Table 2. Number of hours predicted at each receptor location where the Relative Humidity of
the plume would be 100 percent for STP 1 & 2.

Hours predicted Hours predicted with
with 100% Relative Percentage of the 100% Relative Percentage of the

Humidity at time with 100% Humidity at time with 100%
Month Receptor 1 Relative Humiditya Receptor 2 Relative Humiditya
January 19 3% 9 1%
February 19 3% 5 1%
March 27 4% 7 1%
April 20
May 11
June 25

July 30
August 22
September 32
October 28
November 42
December 39
Annually 314

a. Compared to the total number of hours.

3%
1%
3%
4%
3%
4%
4%
6%
5%
4%

3
1

7

5
4
7
5
15
12
81

0%
0%
1%
1%
0%
1%
1%
2%
2%
1%

The total number of discrete events associated with the above information was also
determined. If two or more consecutive hourly outputs resulted in the relative humidity of
100 percent, these were counted as a single discrete event. The total number of hours
presented in Table 2 could then be divided by the number of discrete events to determine the
average amount of time that each event lasts. Table 3 provides this information by month and
annually. It can be seen that the average time for each event is fairly constant throughout the
year.
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Table 3. Average time that the Plume Relative Humidity is 100 percent at each receptor
location for STP I & 2.

Number of discrete Average number of Number of discrete Average number
events where the hours that each events where the of hours that each

Relative Humidity is discrete event lasts Relative Humidity is discrete event lasts
Month 100% at Receptor I at Receptor I 100% at Receptor 2 at Receptor 2
January 9 2 5 2
February 7 3 3 2
March 9 3 4 2
April 9 2 3 1
May 5 2 1 1
June 10 2 4 2
July 15 2 4 1
August 10 2 2 2
September 13 2 3 2
October 12 2 3 2
November 15 3 6
December 11 4 5 2
Annually 125 3 42 2

The Gaussian Plume Model described above does not predict when or if fogging may occur.
The output of the model is the number of hours that the relative humidity at a receptor
location is 100 percent. Fogging is dependent on a number of meteorological factors and is
not easily calculated. For this determination, an approximation between the number of hours
of high relative humidity and the number of hours of observed fogging was determined. Five
years of additional data from the National Climatic Data Center for the Palacios Municipal
Airport was acquired. The data was for the years 2002 through 2006 and contained the dry
bulb temperature, the dew point temperature, the number of hours of observed fog, and
observations of visibility. The number of observations where the relative humidity of this
data set was equal to 100 percent (determined by the difference between the dry bulb and dew
point temperatures being zero) was determined to be 3,325. Of these observations, the total
number of records that also contained observations of fog was determined to be 1,379.
Therefore, 41 percent of the time that the Relative Humidity at the Palacios Municipal
Airport was equal to 100 percent, there was also fogging. Although this is not an ideal way
to determine the relationship between fogging and relative humidity, it should give an
approximation that is realistic. Further statistics with this data set were calculated, and it was
determined that 87 percent of all fogging observations occurred when the difference between
the dry bulb and dew point was less than or equal to 20F.

The number of events where visibility was impaired, where the visibility was less than 0.3
miles, was also determined from the 2002 through 2006 Palacios Municipal Airport
meteorological data. Similar to the observed fogging events determination described above,
the number of times that visibility was less than 0.3 miles and the relative humidity was equal'
to 100 percent was determined to be 214 hours. Therefore, 6 percent of the time that the
relative humidity was 100 percent, the visibility was impaired.
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Both the percentage of fogging and percentage of time that the visibility was impaired was
applied to the number of times that the predicted relative humidity would be 100 percent from
the MCR plume at the receptor locations. Table 4 presents the predicted fogging and
impaired visibility for the two unit operation.

Table 4. Predicted fogging and impaired visibility at the downwind receptor locations for
STP 1 & 2.

Hours of Hours of predicted Hours of Hours of predicted
predicted fogging events where predicted fogging events where

fogging events the visibility is less than fogging events the visibility is less than
Month at Receptor 1 0.3 miles at Receptor 1 at Recep
January 8 1 4
February 8 1 2
March 11 2 3
April 8 1 1
May 5 1 1
June 10 2 3
July 12 2 2
August 9 1 2
September 13 2 3
October 12 2 2
November 18 3 6
December 16 3 5
Annually' 130 20 33
a Number of annual hours may not equal sum of monthly hours due to roundoff.

,tor 2 0.3 miles at Receptor 2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
5

Annually, 130 hours of fogging was predicted for locations northward between the East and
West and within 500 meters of the edge of the MCR. This would approximate the closest
approaches of FM 521. Fogging was predicted to occur for 33 hours annually for locations
farther from the MCR, such as along FM 521 north of STP. The receptor location for the fog
monitoring program discussed above for STP 1 & 2 is similar to the location of Receptor 2 of
this analysis. The results of the fog monitoring program were that 33 additional hours of
fogging were observed at that location. Coincidentally, 33 hours of fogging were also
predicted at that location using the Gaussian Plume Model described and used in this
analysis.

This model was then applied to the MCR with the heat load from STP 1 & 2 and STP 3 & 4.
Table 5 presents the same information from Table 2 with the addition of STP 3 & 4. The
number of times that the relative humidity at each receptor location is 100 percent increased
by nearly a factor of two. This would be expected from an increase in heat load on the MCR
by approximately a factor of two. In addition, Table 6 presents the average number of hours
that the discrete relative humidity events occur. The number of discrete events increased, but
the total average time that the events occur remained similar to the prediction for two unit
operation, with 3 hours for Receptor 1 and 2 hours for Receptor 2.

Table 5. Number of hours predicted at each receptor location where the Relative Humidity of
the plume would be 100 percent for STP 1 & 2 and STP 3 & 4.
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Hours predicted
with 100% Relative

Humidity at
Month Receptor 1

January 32
February 31
March 45
April 31
May 33
June 45
July 60
August 61
September 70
October 43
November 56
December 49
Annually 554

a. Compared to the total number of hours.

Percentage of the
time with 100%

Relative Humiditya

4%
5%
6%
4%
4%
6%
8%
8%
10%
6%
8%
7%
6%

Hours predicted with
100% Relative
Humidity at
Receptor 2

12
11
17
10
7
15
18
21
24
10
21
20
185

Percentage of the
time with 100%

Relative Humidity'
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
2%
2%
3%
3%
1%
3%
3%
2%

Table 6. Average time that the Relative Humidity of the plume is 100 percent at each receptor
location for STP 1 & 2 and STP 3 & 4.

Number of discrete Average number of Number of discrete Average number
events with 100% hours that each events with 100% of hours that each

Relative Humidity at discrete event lasts Relative Humidity at discrete event lasts
Month Receptor I at Receptor 1 Receptor 2 at Receptor 2
January 15 2 7 2
February 10 3 6 2
March 15 3 8 2
April 12 3 6 2
May 13 3 5 1
June 17 3 8 2
July 28 2 13 1
August 22 3 10 2
September 22 3 11 2
October 16 3 6 2
November 19 3 7 3
December 15 3 7 3
Annually 202 3 94 2

The same methodology described above to predict the number of hours of fogging and
impaired visibility was used to determine the impacts from operation of STP 1 & 2 and STP 3
& 4 on the MCR. The ratios of 41 percent fogging and 6 percent impaired visibility were
applied to the results of the modeling at each receptor location. Table 7 presents the results.
The number of hours of predicted fogging and impaired visibility approximately double for
the four unit operation.
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Table 7. Predicted fogging and impaired visibility at the downwind receptor locations for
STP 1 & 2 and STP 3 & 4.

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Annually

Hours of
predicted

fogging events
at Receptor 1

13
13
19
13
14
19
25
25
29
18
23
20

230

Hours of predicted
fogging events where

the visibility is less than
0.3 miles at Receptor 1

2
2
3
2
2
3
4
4
4
3
4
3

36

Hours of
predicted

fogging events
at Receptor 2

5
4
7
4
3
6
8
9
10
4
9
8

77

Hours of predicted
fogging events where

the visibility is less than
0.3 miles at Receptor 2

1
1
1
1

0
1
1
I
2
I
1
1

12

As described above, the results of the fog monitoring program indicate that the presence of
the MCR does not significantly increase the natural fog occurrence for STP 1 & 2 operation.
Since the operation of the MCR with STP 1 & 2 does not increase the observable fogging
over naturally occurring fogging, this level of fogging could be considered consistent with
background levels, or levels without an observable impact. Furthermore, fogging from the
MCR with STP 1 & 2 has not created an impact to any onsite or offsite areas. However, any
amount of fogging over that level, such as the additional fogging from four-unit operation,
could be noticeable and potentially cause an impact. The difference between the predicted
fogging for four-unit operation and two-unit operation is 100 hours per year at Receptor 1 and
44 hours per year at Receptor 2. The hours where visibility would be impaired above existing
levels would be 16 hours per year at Receptor 1 and 7 hours per year at Receptor 2.

Residents of the area near the MCR and commuters on FM 521 may notice the increase in
localized fogging after STP 3 & 4 is operational. The fogging, especially near bodies of
water, would often occur in the early morning hours. However, the total number of
additional hours of fogging from the MCR would only be a fraction of the number of hours of
naturally occurring fogging. The number of hours of impaired visibility from the operation of
the MCR would also be small.

Impacts from fogging of the MCR would be SMALL and would not warrant mitigation.
Since the climate in the region is typically too warm for frequent and persistent freezing
temperatures, impacts from icing would be SMALL and would not warrant mitigation.

Mechanical Draft Cooling Tower

Fogging from the mechanical draft cooling towers occurs when the visible plume intersects
with the ground, appearing like fog to an observer. Analysis of results from the SACTI code
did not predict fogging to occur from the operation of the cooling towers.
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Icing from the mechanical draft cooling towers would be the result of ground-level fogging
when ambient temperatures are below freezing. Icing is also not predicted to occur from the
operation of the cooling towers since minimal fogging from the operation of the mechanical
draft cooling towers is predicted to occur and since the climate of the region is typically too
warm for frequent freezing temperatures to occur.

5.3.3.1.4 Salt Deposition

Water droplets blown from the mechanical draft cooling towers would have the same
concentration of salts as the water in the cooling tower basin. Groundwater wells would be
used for normal makeup water for the cooling towers. This would be supplemented by the
MCR during periods where groundwater use was restricted by permit limitations.
Hydrogeochemical data for wells in the vicinity of STP 3 & 4 is provided in Table 2.3.1-20,
and includes sodium and chloride concentrations in the groundwater. The maximum
concentration of sodium from any of the wells was conservatively used to determine the
corresponding maximum concentration of sodium chloride that could potentially be in the
makeup water. As the water droplets blown from the towers evaporate, either in the air or on
vegetation or equipment, salts are deposited.

The maximum predicted salt deposition is to the north of the cooling towers, less than or
equal to 660 feet from the centerline of both of the cooling towers combined. The maximum
deposition is 420-160 pounds per acre per month and occurs during the summer season. The
maximum predicted salt deposition during each of the other seasons would also be within 660
feet from the cooling towers. The winter, spring and fall maximum salt deposition would be
240H, 33Q20, and 2-7-0 95 pounds per acre per month, respectively. Annually, the
maximum salt deposition is 260 68 pounds per acre per month, also in the north direction and
less than or equal to 660'feet from the cooling towers. This is greater than the NUREG-1555
significance level for possible visible effects to vegetation of 8.9 pounds per acre per month.
Further discussion of the potential impacts of salt deposition on vegetation is provided in
Subsection 5.3.3.2.

The sumier season has the maximum deposition rates and the greatest extent of salt
deposition. Each of the other seasons and annual salt deposition rates would be bounded by
the summer season. As shown in Figure 5.3-1, the rate of salt deposition from the operation
of the mechanical draft cooling towers rapidly decreases as the distance from the towers
increases. The salt deposition rate falls below the NRC significance limit of 8.9 pounds per
acre per month for all locations greater than 44-1 - i-00 feet from the towers. The salt
deposition rates are greater than 1 pound per acre per month for some locations as far away
from the towers as g00O-T3j feet. The salt deposition rate for all distances greater than 3004
4306 feet would be below 1 pound per acre per month. Salt deposition is only predicted to
occur for locations up to two miles from the tovyers.

The NRC reports that visible damage from salt deposition to terrestrial vegetation at
operating nuclear power plants with mechanical draft cooling towers has not been observed
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(Reference 5.3-32). Therefore, the impacts from the two mechanical draft cooling towers are
not expected to be different from the impacts of the currently operating nuclear power plants.

The electrical switchyard for STP 3 & 4 is located approximately 1700 feet to the north of the
proposed location of the cooling towers. A maximum predicted salt deposition of
4-•8% pound per acre per month would be expected at this location during the summer season
and 1-•.841 pound per acre per month annually. The electrical switchyard for STP 1 & 2 is
located approximately 1400 feet to the east of the proposed location of the cooling towers.
The salt deposition at this location is 4--.-50 pound per acre per month in the winter season
and 0-21L-0j4 pound per acre per month annually.

The predicted salt deposition from the operation of the cooling towers at locations away from
the immediate vicinity of the mechanical draft cooling towers would be less than the
NUREG-1555 significance level where visible effects to vegetation may be observed.
Impacts to vegetation from salt deposition are described in Subsection 5.3.3.2. Salt
deposition in other potentially sensitive areas, including at the STP 1 & 2 switchyard and
STP 3 & 4 switchyard are not expected to impact these facilities. Therefore, the impact from
salt deposition from the cooling towers would be SMALL and would not require mitigation.

5.3.3.1.5 Cloud Formation, Cloud Shadowing, and Additional Precipitation

Vapor from cooling towers can create clouds or contribute to existing clouds. The SACTI
code predicted the precipitation expected from the two mechanical draft cooling towers. The
maximum precipitation would occur during the summer season, with a monthly total of less
than an inch of precipitation within 660 feet north of the towers. The precipitation during
each of the other seasons would be less than the summer season maximum. Annually,
"722_ inches of rain is predicted to occur, also 660 feet to the north of the cooling towers.

This value is very small compared to the average annual rainfall for the South Texas region
of 48 inches for the period 1971-2000 (Reference 5.3-33). Impacts from precipitation would
be SMALL and would not require mitigation.

The formation of clouds could also prevent sunlight from reaching the ground, or cloud
shadowing. This is especially important for agricultural fields or other sensitive areas. As
shown in Figure 2.2-2, there are many agricultural areas in the vicinity of the STP site.
Shadowing in the vicinity of the cooling towers and in these agricultural areas is predicted to
occur for a maximum of 40-5-9 hours during the winter season and fall zcaseansr 4

as ed-8-7-L37j hours during the spring sea and-7-, - hours during the
summer season at any location. The annual prediction was for a maximum of 3-- hours
of shadowing at any location. Shadowing in areas beyond the site boundaries would occur
for less than 3&-7F8. hours per season and 61-3.5 hours annually at any location. This represents
a very small percentage of the total hours of each season and per year. Therefore, the impacts
from cloud shadowing would be SMALL and would not require mitigation.
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5.3.3.1.6 Interaction with Existing Pollution Sources

No other sources of pollution occur within two kilometers of the STP site. Therefore, there
would be no interaction with existing pollution sources.

5.3.3.1.7 Ground-Level Humidity Increase

Increases in the absolute and relative humidity could result from the operation of the two
mechanical draft cooling towers. The majority of the water evaporated in the cooling tower
is buoyant and dissipates into the atmosphere. A small fraction of this evaporated water may
not be as buoyant and could increase the ground level humidity. Specific meteorological
conditions could also limit the dissipation into the atmosphere, but would be infrequent. The
humidity in the region is typically high, and increases in the humidity would not be
noticeable. In addition, the ground level increases in humidity would occur in the immediate
vicinity of the cooling towers. The impacts from increases in absolute and relative humidity
would be SMALL and mitigation would not be warranted.

5.3.3.2 Terrestrial Ecosystems

As discussed in Section 3.4, STP 3 & 4 would use the existing MCR for condenser cooling.
Two mechanical draft cooling towers, extending approximately 119 feet above grade, would
be constructed to serve as the UIHS for STP 3 & 4. As planned during MCR construction,
inclusion of STP 3 & 4 in the existing cooling reservoir system will lead to an increase in
operating water level, potentially impacting existing shoreline vegetation and terrestrial biota
using the reservoir. The only important terrestrial species as defined in NUREG-1555 that
use the MCR other than the federally listed brown pelican, which is listed as threatened, are
the bald eagle and common game species such as ducks (see Subsection 2.4.1)
(Reference 5.3-16). The brown pelican nests in other locations of Matagorda County, but
currently uses the MCR only for resting, a source of freshwater, and possibly foraging.

Impacts from cooling tower operation on terrestrial biota can result from salt drift, vapor
plumes, icing, precipitation modifications, noise, and avian collisions with structures
(e.g., cooling towers). Each of these topics is discussed in Subsection 5.3.3.2.2. There are no
important terrestrial species in the area encompassed by construction of the two mechanical
draft cooling towers other than common game species such as deer, rabbits, squirrels, and
upland game birds (see Subsections 2.4.1 and 4.3.1) (Reference 5.3-16). Overall, there are no
important terrestrial habitats as defined in NUREG-1555 in the area encompassed by
construction of the two mechanical draft cooling towers.

5.3.3.2.1 Main Cooling Reservoir

The addition of STP 3 & 4 will result in the normal operating water level of the MCR from
47 feet MSL to 49 feet MSL, which could impact terrestrial biota associated with this
impoundment. However, the reservoir side of the berm outlining the MCR is lined with
"soil-cement" to prevent erosion and has largely prevented establishment of vegetation on
this side (Reference 5.3-34). Recent reconnaissance indicates that shoreline vegetation is
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extremely sparse and thus the water level increase would have a negligible impact on
terrestrial biota.

As stated in Subsection 2.4.1, several species of water birds have nested on the terminal ends
of the "Y-dike" in the MCR since the mid-1980s (Figure 2.4-1, Table 2.4-1). These birds
tend to nest on the road bed positioned on the crown of the dike and areas immediately
adjacent to this road. An increase in water level of 2 feet will not encroach on these nests.
Also, most of the 7-mile-long dike system is not being used by these nesting birds and is
available as nesting habitat.

Wintering waterfowl and other water birds (recent reconnaissance) use this reservoir for
foraging and resting (see Subsection 2.4.1) (Reference 5.3-35). Baker and Greene noted a
shift from dabbling to diving ducks as the reservoir was initially filled (Reference 5.3-35).
Diving ducks typically feed in waters less than 10 feet (3 meters) deep (References 5.3-36
and 5.3-37). Depending on the depth, some species that forage on benthos may lose a portion
of the reservoir floor as foraging habitat due to the increased reservoir depth, but some of this
loss should eventually be replaced as mollusks and other invertebrates colonize the newly
flooded portions of the reservoir shoreline. Most piscivorous birds, such as eagles, ospreys,
pelicans, herons, and gulls, forage on or near the surface of the reservoir and along its banks
and will not be affected by a water level increase. These conclusions are based on the
assumption that the fish populations are not affected (see Subsection 5.3.2).

5.3.3.2.2 Cooling Towers

Salt Drift

The two mechanical draft cooling towers will be positioned immediately south of Units 3 & 4
in an industrial/developed area. Vegetation adjacent to this area includes relatively open
habitats: mowed areas and other areas dominated by bluestem grasses, dewberry, and sea
myrtle, all plants common to disturbed or abandoned agricultural land in this region
(Reference 5.3-34). Vegetation near the cooling towers could be subjected to salt deposition
attributable to drift from the towers. Salt deposition could potentially cause vegetation stress,
either directly by deposition of salts onto foliage or indirectly from accumulation of salts in
the soil.

To evaluate salt deposition on plants, an order-of-magnitude approach was used since some
plant species are more sensitive to salt deposition than others, and tolerance levels of most
species are not well known. Deposition of sodium chloride at rates of approximately 1 to
2 pounds per acre per month is typically not damaging to plants, while deposition rates
approaching or exceeding 9 pounds per acre per month in any month during the growing
season could cause leaf damage in many species (Reference 5.3-16). An alternate approach
for evaluating salt deposition is to use 9 to 18 pounds per acre per month of sodium chloride
deposited on leaves during the growing season as a general threshold for visible leaf damage
(Reference 5.3-16).
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As presented in Subsection 5.3.3.1.3, the maximum expected salt deposition rate from the
combination of both towers would be 4-2-0 pounds per acre per month during the summer.
This maximum rate is approximately 47- . times greater than the approximately 9 pounds per
acre per month rate that is considered a threshold value for leaf damage in many species.
However, the distance to the maximum deposition is only 0.12 mile (660 feet) from the center
of the towers (Figure 5.3-1). No deposition greater than 8.9 pounds per acre per month would
occur beyond 44-00 576 feet (0-.-. 9. mile), thus all deposition above 8.9 pounds will occur
within the site boundary and most of the deposition will occur on facilities rather than
vegetation. As previously discussed, the vegetative cover in the vicinity of the cooling
towers is either mowed areas or bluestem/sea myrtle habitat found on previously disturbed
agricultural lands, both marginal habitat for most wildlife. Any impacts from salt drift on the
local terrestrial ecosystems would therefore be SMALL and would not warrant mitigation.
Cumulative impacts are discussed in Section 10.5.

Vapor Plumes and Icing

As discussed in Subsection 5.3.3.1.1, the expected average plume length would range from
00M •to 4-90V. miles and the expected median plume length would be less than 0.2 miles (all
seasons). As discussed in Subsection 5.3.3.1.2, ground level fogging as a result of cooling
tower operation is not predicted to occur. Similarly, icing resulting from the cooling towers
is not predicted to occur. Therefore the impacts of fogging and icing on terrestrial
ecosystems would be SMALL and would not warrant mitigation.

Precipitation Modifications

As discussed in Subsection 5.3.3.1.4, the predicted maximum precipitation from the cooling
towers would be approximately 6a inches of rain per year at 660 feet north of the towers.
This amount is very small compared to the average annual precipitation of approximately
48 inches for the South Texas region over the 1971 to 2000 period (Reference 5.3-33). Thus,
additional precipitation resulting from operation of the proposed units on local terrestrial
ecosystems would be SMALL and would not warrant mitigation.

Noise

Noise from the operation of each cooling tower would be approximately 65 dBA at 50 feet
from the tower. This noise level is below 80 to 85 dBA, the sound level at which some birds
and small mammals are startled or frightened (Reference 5.3-38). Thus, it is unlikely that
noise from each tower would disturb wildlife at distances greater than 50 feet from the tower.
The incremental increase in noise resulting from simultaneous operation of the two cooling
towers would be insignificant. Given that estimated noise level (51 dBA at 400 feet)
associated with the new cooling towers is below the 60-65 dBA the NRC considers of small
significance (Reference 5.3-32), noise impacts to terrestrial ecosystems would be SMALL
and would not warrant mitigation.

Avian Collisions

As discussed in Subsection 5.3.3.1, the two mechanical draft cooling towers associated with
STP 3 & 4 will be 119 feet high. While tall natural draft cooling towers have been associated
with bird kills, there have been no reported bird kills on the existing STP 1 & 2 buildings and
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the relatively lower height of mechanical draft cooling towers pose little risk to migrating
birds and cause negligible mortality (Reference 5.3-32). Therefore, impacts to birds from
collisions with the cooling towers would be SMALL and would not warrant mitigation.

In summary, there are SMALL impacts to terrestrial ecosystems or biota as a result of
operation of the heat dissipation systems.

5.1.1.1 The Site

Land use impacts from construction are described in detail in Section 4.1.1. Impacts from
operations will be primarily from elevated plumes and associated shadowing from the
operation of the two mechanical draft cooling towers making up the Ultimate Heat Sink
(Section 5.3.3.1). Fogging and associated icing are not expected from the operation of the
two mechanical draft cooling towers and therefore are not considered to be impacts (Section
5.3.3.1). Low-level fogging from the Main Cooling Reservoir is expected to evaporate and
will not impact land use (Section 5.3.3.j).

The only other additional impacts to land use from operations will be the impacts of salt
deposition from cooling tower drift. Cooling tower design is discussed in Section 3.4.2, and
impacts of the heat dissipation system, including salt deposition, are discussed in Sections
5.3.3.1 and 5.3.3.2. NUREG-1555 (Reference 5.1-1) lists a threshold value of salt deposition
where leaf damage would potentially be visible. This range is 8.9 to 17.8 pounds per acre per
month. Salt deposition in the immediate vicinity of the cooling tower, out to 660 feet from
the centerline of the cooling towers, is predicted to have a maximum of 420-160 pounds per
acre per month during the Summer season. Salt deposition in areas out to 4U0-16-00. feet
from the cooling towers may be above 8.9 pounds per acre per month. However, salt
deposition in all areas greater than 4-300-1600 feet from the centerline of both the cooling
towers will be below 8.9 pounds per acre per month. Salt deposition in areas out to 3000
43), feet from the cooling towers may be above 0.89 pounds per acre per month. However,
salt deposition in all areas greater than 0004 3 0 feet from the centerline of both the cooling
towers will be below 0.89 pounds per acre per month. Salt deposition is only predicted to
occur for locations less than two miles from the towers (Section 5.3.3.1.3).

There are no land use plans or anticipated changes by local or regional governmental
agencies due to operations within the site. STPNOC concludes that operations impacts to
land use from STP 3 & 4 will be SMALL and will not warrant mitigation.

5.8.1.3 Thermal Emissions

Heat dissipation to the atmosphere from operation of the cooling towers and the main cooling
reservoir (MCR) is described in Subsection 5.3.3.1. The plumes from the cooling towers
would occur in each direction of the compass and would be spread over a wide area. The
average plume lengths would be short and would not be long enough to reach the site
boundary in most directions. Fogging and icing from the operation of the cooling tower is
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not predicted to occur, and fogging from the operation of the MCR is expected to occur
infrequently. Salt deposition due to water droplets drifting from the cooling towers is only
predicted to occur for locations less than two miles from the towers. Shadowing in the
vicinity of the cooling towers and in nearby agricultural areas was predicted to occur for less
than 4-6-6.9 hours per season and 32-1 59 hours annually. This represents less than 4-1--% of
the total hours of each season and 4",, Ch:t Is per year. Ground-level increases in
humidity would occur in the immediate vicinity of the cooling towers, on developed land
within the STP site boundary.

The NRC's Environmental Standard Review Plan (NUREG-1555) notes that the plume from
a cooling pond like the MCR would exist as a fog over the pond or as ground-level fog
evaporating within 300 meters from the pond, or would lift to become stratus for winds less
than or equal to 2.2 meters per second. Elevated plumes and the associated shadowing would
not be expected from the operation of the MCR.

Because there is no residential area within the site boundary, the impacts on nearby
communities from thermal emissions would be SMALL and no mitigation would be required.

I
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Table 5.10-1. Sunmary of Potentially Adverse Impacts of Operation (Continued)
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Table 5.10-1. Swnmary of Potentially Adverse Impacts of Operation (Continued)
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Table 5.10-1. Sunmary of Potentially Adverse Impacts of Operation (Continued)
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due to lilueeets horn operstilom ore Sft 31 Inr&Nxae in preiptailon. Increeses in Wound-rvei twaloly hi mne finnedlate
4 cooing towers vclrdy. and 5d depitxon Mil Is a VMmof f te leve needed to h•e vlNe

efth osn vegeldn ordardde Vthoudastes (geale hmiJou46IiU4Mad.
No rrtilalon would be requMd.

5.3.3 TerestllbW Poiintia eflvgd neg'nlmtesebmeldy S Salt depo meihul arfed il cooling low operation would be an0il of
Ecoysm d dst aqo n mwtg horn ft operation - of te SW me Inlev MA leads MiW eaf nagie s cl ate oa aN F10fel railA hrom Me

314 coogweam. W•getalionrcouldbf aul•ltme coding hv•w MOMguSo•d WlOt be required.
dWWretry hdeposidon orsalt onto Itillge or Inirectly hum
acmnunllumi In tme si,. __1

han of SWTI 3 & 4 In Mie exl%" coollng reservoir 5 Prey species wil evera•tally recaftarie along M new -stmele. Tere ae
syslern WED lead to an Incase M operating water level, oatreohagng m•es i tte vlclngy w11l r FUltler nMqaon woluld
pWOtUtall tpacUng e0 g O-efle vege- n and not beretp•hed.
twree~aW Slota iuog me merervoi 1_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __.__ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 5.10-1. Summary of Potentially Adverse Impacts of Operation (Continued)

bhipac Dewl?4l of Pabdw~l Mwad awdlcuaeW PWMud Contro Proru

Poaonial Imiclpa to WMtdle frum noie tam tiw STP 3 Ad S Notua flu coolg lumau sany amd atiey mmd be uns Olwem wmN
0o0n0"WAI Maul GetaM or M0 nammnambelow thVie "meou m VdnRQtte

SUMee No m~gafn MWl1da e eqfte

Porain Im;We t Man3 papulatMis born ccM= ofa s Cooling bns' or a low heI would be tred. Low Iewgt w•,•d came
mmas mwh ooing pimr. [21 negvpe moltaly mn .

S6A opt lo Pokwnia Wi, to menrMef of thle p10 s s oe leveIs 4d0D M tnm Me cooling lOwes ae eslmnaled b be tes Ma 0-W
MOms. of UM emntMl by STP 3 A 4 coding towers. 65 dBA. a leve c"adlelPu d by NRC In KUREG-1555 as of W UpnMlae
PuNc No m1j~ni wculd be rnped.

Pob IWah Impeol to mems af tie ptA*1 ftom S No lgafn wulld be ,e*Md slnm access to te hCR Is regbuad Mi
cornad wituman Mfsease-con ieM de al d opaeraltn T tile MCR does nW pwonle an aveoge tenperatlt
__moognMums rn the MCR. tat is optmal ro' te mOMphldc nuMoargamMM

SA RMadogmc a sofH M•M• operaton

5SI Expoewe Poeta brp t emsuet me arnaldteouges S NuMd. r logi eeases as equred by l"gMl mon9mng img
padthwy I ofm raoaave zzlM and ga•sts. P]
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Table 5.10-1. Summary of Potentially Adverse Impacts of Operation (Continued)

Dupint De~pof ot a •da bneat Uldlcnmr, [1l prund CnromlProgru

5.12 Raedlation Paletwia Inia~s tomle pimbom 501t SIMis. f te pte S PateM~ 1qWi paf11.1 doses woul be 2.93154 nlkunm per year peuMi tar
Doeto totalbo aytor 1•w mnWlyezpOeW dvl l M Ud M.017 perora-m per year
Mm180hGM of tile (2 wots) 1car coeo tota body dose to the pubI; w~ltfi 50 rMes Polsuih
AiC gaseouis pabhway d•e ld wN 0.4 ieOA n per year Mr total boty fbr Vie

maxmmy eql.sed ivlan and o0o psm-amn peT war cartle fCO e
ft Mtalboy MmMN bra lal releases as repzred to rademoau g moudi g

SA.3 lImpasb fto WW heath Imat to mihesows off the pubml Uam s ~ D amtrualullaa releases as reqOre by uadlotoglet larlah pergam.
eamers I0t6ie exp e to ra aleear Modelng ming Mem

Pubut dein amd upwaaM pwametws of SW 3 & 4 refte 0
esIlmited doesto the put*7:V tat e aMd1 thre doeipo
oNEdveM of 10 CFR. 5)•A•AEndIX and IMW reguatMmy
UMftsaf4OCFR 190.

54A tipate ID Potenut Imrpas Wo toaemsti and aqualc esnsysls S Umitr raologcal releases as req W rdby MCIaMloglca uor pgrdgan
Soi ober than town cdalc rautallm exposure HduM s tman 100
Memema oas nlrs-flay) caused by the sma•l cl.•i a racloact.ve
Publc IsII= and gases from l2e qram of STP 3 A 4.

SALS Poaental he=t Impac to wcers rnm radiatio S Mnftr radIWogca reases as requMre radmoogcal monbyg pogruam
ocapalmla exposuwe of an amal mahmum oa dse of 9115 peron-
RadIInI 0o9es rem per w&_.

5.5 Mionwiiimer a d Ilotf Wlaste____ _________________________

5.51 Naw- TPot*talIrnpacts towaterqiulyorlclerDo ver Sm, 3 0"11 TPDES peWo and ounip with Us Odtewg lWU and reororhi
RMUOSCIVS INWeme In cda igestw fth U PJCR Tihe reswvt would teq~wHAL
WwbSIS plrl be recei"n an lrnese valor. of rinuiewa. Ineased
I.Plbs ammod a lch h Is reI l*of uslerud wasla•ftar

hiram WI 3A4 systers, and ••reate waewater M a
new &4 aar wase teahme sy__ _
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Table 5.10-1. Swnma•y of Potentially Adverse Impacts of Operation (Continued)
pah"Of

ed oD tlonof Pow"e Bd WcU lJ puned Control pWm

Patenrlal Mhpaia to waer qiwlly of surram i ar due to S Cmftct 68omm water morift• at MquVnd by 6zn. waer ierni
bmreamed volim ~e otm water nemitng lrn lnew Revie the 9Mn water pollution pieveritmi pla o avochihnize nreeases af
Mhnerv1a sueuLrTl R oatiansate water.

Poteria timpacts to air %aft yerm emissiars of ta.y S Com"y th e date or Teas perulit emu ani mdg.atiams fr operating ai
systems operated oa an Iemitted basis, P) errs" sources.

Operatim of , ne witousul re" thi an incrmeae Ii the S pi mert emattngm no rafective eldG waste muse and recycling pane&
total VatiMi atf add waste generated adthme SIP Met.
Pantla a to e~wmieierd amlute am to d opa f a
old mwst gererated as a result at the qiwAn af SIP 3

5.5.2 MNed Polernftialh s Wo ermmmermnt atile ame to aposall S tUpdue e0a0ln STP wamge IR italn plan foran at STP 3 4.
WaOe Emyada up to 5 cubit mnetrs of --e wase tMa could tie

geneated as a rault W? the operatim of STP 3 & 4.

Potentia health Ioad to wartere due topateritlal S bq*-gen materiahls f n-"Dad safet pio redms.
upoew to chenrcaf aig uncitiing and eorage of
-aw wates, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Pow"nia heamt htriacli to OMAR 3011!. amd anargericy 3 Revise titegrated Spl Contngecy Pla as necesaly tD addrS flening~ arid
reepane perearuiet due to exposure to) * canelct and ftranpe offiMed waet, generated at SMP 3 4.
raodialcal hlardasn dring arcnirital releases and
demnup acWMles.

5.1 Trarmuhmh Syst3m Impacts
5..I Tenuartfle Potentlal impade to vegetatm arid hablilal wilith Mie S There winl be no Iecease Inl tar ai Me nfiahitlmice alo btie aiMMln
EcOSystals tranrisean nMe rlts al way ftr rume malitenmice or ofSP 31&4. MMMan Is not requMed I hrmert maituriae actvmos

Wcody vegetafte gtMl by maneal and Mnechanical aessclated OM SIP I£ Z Ulerbe2e. Wgib Is rot anpcated it -the
.Poetmial anherbicydls. m sr SWe3 &t4 (NOMa: S 0 e ee nelolMne .lumlce e la ddMion

5.L.2 Aquatic Potential water quality Irripcclt and sbie•-lerd IMlM to S Thr wilte no r Ir~mes ntar ism Ir m~r flierriamalnce do to D ie alddmm
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Table 5.10-I. Sunmary of Potentially Adverse Impacts of Operation (Continued)

Pokinow

101118111 Oemm4ftnea#Pdui law mact 811 1 11i PRUnhd Contro Pgrqru

Ecosystem papuallons ofmp-ritU alp ,peclas ftern alitmme or STP 3A4. The use or chemtoals (c"ey fz,, des) In 'jlol-us,
acMM Ins bm•srlsfrOnldzs tOW lie at ir a•rew in vegelalon managnent is also a public icern. but plerla MM, effect o?

Dofean wueeads. tDese dhead= we ae lIped iyfth use of EPA-mlugleied fimWanhtdl that
am alppved IN use In Ulty lhs-w-y. All Mwr of the banfu•ai seM
pMvlM reqwe em"ca applcalems to be ralned ine ftsafee olfrew aes
and regulie ruenrwisey pefnwele ID lIord Texas Dparlnl4de orAgdbn~u
Coimmireoal PesUclde Andatrs Ucuoses VNo*e: malntemance Is peffinred
ame tysmisslan system ommes). .

5.&.3 Impace so PotenlieealtM limpes to nuerawfi m o the pjldet•eOw S bidlced az-ntilam ansmtIamlpn Illns would he mus bun 5flanirUews. No
IKonD• m af 1• aramem es. - ilien =Wd be fu• 1re1.

5.7 Ilim Flint Cycle s___
&.7.1 L•ad U110 Pnal Dopacs to lan toe•I llm tuelcycle. Total arme S Inpac lo lnd fte thel 0q l In cmlpald•wwi1th land ruquatlrnents tar

LaW Mquumaerlv Met cy~le rdpit WM, be 21 WosI lail N llired plk are small and mIll3jalan sold nrt be irequiet
peuinentdyoinrnilbd amies and 1W tunpardily
unOlm[ed aaus P"e uOl?.

5.7.2 W•a•W use PolEria I to usr .umactes ftorn fie cyle. Total S fRaclcal mIlIgailon Mir tls lnpact does not esIst
aniaO l er ue far •t e fl cycle uld be 1.82x 10x
932s per uit p[2]

5.7.3 FoSaO FMa Potent lpac to fbM reel reroaures ftom uel cycle. S Elecic energ needs for Ruel cle would he less ial 5% of e ouwput mo one
mpao toe papasd units. Natura gas cnsumpan lor jel cycle supptd I used

Inshiad to generate elc-tf•ly omd ykeless tWan 0.4% of the emM, outpt of
one oflth pniopsed wils. No mfllgatmn would be requ'red.

5.7.4 CIUMcl Potential DImpla to aIr and wter quafty flom rtel clpe. S Al dchrnot dbislages released lto Me ewminew! are uqled to
Heloe, Gmss elllumlts would be less Man 111152% of a1 2005 qluqofemenls and Ilmnlalans set vyan appropiate IoMtdl. st'te, or loca

US So0 enlssZs ad lees ItO 0.i12% ar all 20•5 US agamcy.
NO. embsulo.s Uqlid efflowns fom fuel eliMmenil and

__________ ID211 fli aieo me ~ escto MOW-a. slaete antttrlacd ____ ___________________
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Table 5.10-1. Summary of Potentially Adverse Impacts of Operation (Continued)
P1101"M

Duped feem oaufPaledwa ilpeat wdmln•eV) PlMud CWna Wagran

r. utreentsmi arnM allon& Ming chemical efflues am
not released In q-andf ,umlMd to have Bigr,-caa
Inpacts an he envronmnt.

7.5 IaRaosete Polenu neam impede It mertime or tme pmd oam s No MIdgafta would be nui.
EMllienb raractve efuern fl f•e IM cy. The esf•nated

Weol-eaady papuabon dase coanconert io le uts.
paWpAan -Wi he qVWdnaWy 2fo p - per
yea per unit an eelhute tlal aonrelates YMu 1.9 fMtalles
per yew in tie U.s. ppulamfLn

5.7.6 Rmlo:tve Potena enwrvtmeno nects ton owsa ao S Dhiposal area(s) woul be a pe.rllted wse € di-poafladly hM a land use
Wa. radnactge %ý eg rmated as a inult at Me no ycle. delpealed for aa"lee Mpamal area would be opmeted •Mr

No a•kjlcant radlaactke releeMs Ie te envoronirrd me approplate egula•o•t and ites g mwW amff Moe an t.C4-cened ngh-
expected Dam w-vtewl wsepoWoM Noa eeawest MMvas dbpasladity is cans/nabeA. At tiat time. the mearrae area mcld
Ire envIarcreart aTe eqided Tr me 3 ,spaeluy dklp be reslared for eole mee
of rantaffaftarid lVeVel WBEst..

5.7.7 Paler •health Umpaede to lAeM cle wmtokas cauled bI S The dose to any Idbtia wo•ld be malntned sltan lire ame lroId 10 CFR
occuIIaOI raadan expaime Mwe eamuaed occupational dose (to 20.
Dae all fuel cycle wcters unrruFlafthe-y) Is approy" le•t

______ ~p-rar per year per wrIlt._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 5.10-1. Swnmawy of Potentially Adverse Impacts of Operation (Continued)

Minad Demacpf"M of podtgM winactSwdu I'll PWend Cadres Propu

5..8 POlIn he=lS UBC to trarn•Mafim wUNeM and S Unit amouats or wage handled amd dlmpaaed o ltmugh soure red=Wn.
rauapa ms~rere of the pubtM caused by llladom eqmne sacymNg. beatimnt to (W exftd a a-ridf . Conaut omir,

resDgitum the =[Ing, ulnbadhS and Iranspuof d argelfamalee. as mqrelp fr mwaes and Impment awae maregement
radbeadve miallam associaed ilt tie fAe cyce The pMrW n cInvice O M q4cable MguAtoy retlulrne
eiMated Wee to weaies and the pub~c from
UupmtaboM aMwodatM whthe f Iuel cyce Is 4 pegnei-
rm pi ya- per u_•___

fI payalm DepaEa•n Of uari In the ,tURt, due to Maeased t-atuc s nmeased tax revenue 1.m STP 3 & 4 will MWaor the local govenmnmit to
U*nBc tuhn commAnofrg w q warom wo ie d and dellveds fbr hbWe Mau a neaded.

SlW3&4&

Polentlal laropa air qia•0 n mnlled. ert-ihrenn s O l apeni ard mpera ly s wipn permt line and monor
operain of atdiay tyMen- emrSeols asre htred.

VWi Imrpacs ito nda ape Stm renmr buidlngs. co"ng s Mo atl wmwu tie req•red.
tower. and asoclaled plumnes._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

s5.2 Socaial d pomntial aMd e ecownloc ,id M to Malagdola Candy M4. Malnianu cwnlmanadcalu UM local aid regional governmnat and non-
Economic reside due to poWbnal oomee t nrenh rites amd govemmellr npa3mm in a fltey nunerso Oa thae are aware of numner

pacta husing prices due to Ma of operations wker. O or r coing (ad the llundo re omj ucUon woiers deparng) and Me
timing of anrrMf (and depwtue) to arm o onnmnallty pnig.

Iraneasri demand for at hyaparl•bom ore urM S MaaM cmaimta~allon vAM local and rglonal gwo enn and non-
Sther sMGs watr auples whlch am pmrcted by Me goiernted orgapdsel In a t"y namer so IMa they are aware or numlner
wle; p•nl•g galniaton to fail SWot ofuater demand or wone;s coning (and e Ownumber or cont•ledlon wormr depatg) and the
ahter2O1L M I2 tI Wng olaruials (arnd d~rture) to allow dir comunmniy pRintrig.
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Table 5.10-1. Summary of Potentially Adverse Impacts of Operation (Continued)

Impact Decop•n of pabahlel Mqlffit 81FIMee [1] Plmed Coma Prqunm

txansased m-lewaer vollae as a resul o DHn-,ratlfg S-I &MUM camwmiallan M1 local and rglonal gwvunerdal and mln-
ope-•atos wollirce would onrlibute to an ov'eral gowenmerd origankai)or In a tiely maramw so Mhat they are aware or numober

Iolxlft-fl ued ie nM wastewar valume ueMt of MfM r oomg (am the number of conshrucon w citer ep alIng) ad te
could emeed waskwater reatinerd capabMes linte area. Mt"g of WWtas (and Wpeuites) to M folir crnmungyp pinr g.

Polmui Im•ad to poue and Do t epaltent senaes In 3 MaNd commurtalan Wt1 local and regloriat govefeMt and nti -
Itajaguda and Brawmla Countes due to small Incaeas In gmwenmen! orep na In a tnuS mawnnso that tey amre aware of nurnber
the r-M OFMreSrUMkeW Iso poltoe and Reflr l of wars coning (and the number or =misxulon =Mmr pwmt and thie
1RI 0 oatNvas (and depahturs) to Ma 11uWtrnmuy pambri.

5.82 sochdl am Potnal• Ipoedto Im cal er es In datagrdaa mSi MaMta commrnacatlari 1 lockal and reglorl goefunental and non-
Economte Branoli Couimles due to medal5 s56te1 needs ot bn- gwvinnmen onganhkals in a lonely manner so that they are aware of num•we
tpcb nimratg opetaa vwomraoe of reuf m=9g (and the number of caraructlan weaen depefll) and the

nMg of anta•s (and aWtures) to now a conmatyphimony.

Increame piperty tax reemie as a reslt of ate Irvieased popu . anA, in
the case or calagonla County, property urs on tlhe new reactors would fiMe
anlainal men = serfvkcer

uqnotto iolatagrda Counly sclrent; due to t-nHWugr l-I Mantn omrnmunkatlon WM local and regonal goverurenaal and nr,
operAtlns eUoro Inaeeng te studaet potialon by ga munuent oanlkaftn In a ftinely nmuer so tat they are aware of nuanber
an esMnaed U percen 121 of wmams coning (and fte nurnoer ofr mustiton worea depuaMn and the

Wtng off ara• (and deptm) to allow e or mrmnnlny ptlroW.
Increased property tax rewuies as a readt of me Increased populalln aLK In
Ithe case of latfagmon County, property tami on the nepw reectais would tIMd

________________________________ ________andglona teacnens and tcle5lbr pdallas MD.

Tralflc congesloln due to operatlons and oulage M-L Stagg ldage sclledules so only one U1M1 lI be down at a Urne. Stager
wlamrtites coanuting. I-moly veMe capaitty wolnd be analm and departure ftn.
eaeeded mfhg sh't an r" es mgr. only the operatbo
_ort eo onsoung to STP. _ _

.3.3 Low-ftnm rental noumg rates c0 Mnre, du to S ANM of Moutg avaMet•yny Malagolda County• dentnined thea tie
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Table 5.10-1. Summary of Potentially Adverse Impacts of Operation (Continued)
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Table 5.10-1. Swnmary of Potentially Adverse Impacts of Operation (Continued)

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Mk III________________ L____ Ptaud C01"~a I'rru
Pnatbi hen a t traiu-fmiorifntr ad s inne C aM- aMOM mafMun m-aenmpoe dd•lImg the opeafrms pertd
mobet of Me pimoc Me o ampmret rM•MoglAM for t"aimotalo of % m a to dlPNM r.&
mak 3W= dwg "WS WOW" and tra t p____

5.11 Trtensupioftlm eafadltive ahes

& s11.1 nW Ienvan n q ar a isuls oz, t-ramedwipin .• S The mct_ a__ d bmp__a_ o of ra____ ______ _ meet an of Be
Tnmnportaluom iadlomtv a ste gqu•s•m% at fie eMnated rdt• Or 30 cord•ons In NRC regumafon 1 0 Cr-R SIM.'.
AS ýF nm-a~zd&oerd' s per~~mi readw pe M ea7 -

512 Mltfhlt Pan- ilam he=ai Impctds causeo by expotae In rama~on S Na lpolc ,n pr d ran and nm doses I W
FMe emted duMig lraapoalan of taddcal malerlaM. The whosee Moas WOWl cause MSeuto rece the gree expouwe,.
Trb wfpia Weate dome elmated t 15. pera,-mm per reantw

&125 Non-Rudalogied HeaftboIpacts ____ ____________________

5.125 Moo- inpad to warfe reau We to occqu ml ionries and NA rnpemeti elaln g Se2 P Mdus=a saa pnxgam at STP 3 & 4.
Hawkolca, , rlmes. ToSa remwa cams or oocpatIonbalesI
Heg Impcs and m wmes ealnted pra year y m fthe Onde wat,

pquAll of STP 3 & 4 is 27. 25, and 5 cases based onIUlbd SlahIe Taw, anrd SIP I & 2 Ind= rates.
repel•'tley.

(1] The assigned souiicaoe levels [(SOWaI. (M)odsale. or (L)arge] ame based on the assumption that for each impact the assoksd proposed
mit•gtion measles and oonlzuos (or equkiakent) wIg be mpemetred (ID CFR 51. Appendrx B, TabLe B-1. Footnote 3).

[21 The mitpgatiom measare specified fir Ils impact is iufcieenttob eliinate or satisfactorly migate the impadL Noolherpc:actcal measume for
mitaon of this im'npa are available. The• re, tese impacts wd'1 be oonsidtered in the evaluaion of unavoidable adverse impats (Section 10.1).
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Saft Deposition
1 - 8-. lbs per acre For mcith

& -. iBO Ib per w~ra p~r nmaith

bite U00ssary
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Question Number: 05.09.05-01

OUESTION:

Provide an evaluation of doses to biota living in and around the MCR from both the liquid and
gaseous effluents (use of appropriate surrogate species is acceptable). Include dose calculations
for Units 1 & 2 and for proposed Units 3 & 4 (LADTAP II and GASPAR II input and output
files).

FULL TEXT (Supporting Information):

ER Section 5.4.4 and Table 5.4-10 provide an evaluation of doses to biota for STP Units 3 & 4.
The table addresses doses from liquid pathways at Little Robbins Slough, but does not address
liquid pathways at the MCR.

RESPONSE:

Liquid
The doses to biota living in and around the MCR were calculated using LADTAP II. Such biota
would be exposed to MCR waters. Lake hydrodynamics were simulated using LADTAP's
Completely Mixed and Partially Mixed (with plug flow) impoundment models. The latter was
found to give doses to biota greater (by up to 8%) than the former and was used to report the
following liquid pathway biota doses.

LADTAP II input and output files simulate 4-unit plant cooling water system outflow to the
MCR. All LADTAP II input and output files will be provided in the electronic reading room.
LADTMCR1 (*.DAT are input files, *.OUT are output files) simulates Units 1 & 2 liquid
releases to the MCR (except tritium), LADTMCR2 simulates Units 3 & 4 releases to the MCR
(except tritium), H3MCR1 simulates tritium releases from Units 1 & 2, and H3MCR2 simulates
Units 3 & 4 tritium releases to the MCR. Radionuclide release rates to the MCR are the same as
those used in Section 5.4 of the ER. All impoundment simulations account for 95% of the MCR
releases settling out of solution in accordance with the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual-ODCM,
except for tritium; 100% of tritium remains in solution.

Fifty plus years of daily MCR behavior, including volume, blowdown flow rate, and evaporation
rate, was simulated and described in the response to RAI 2.3-6. Long-term averages of those
parameters (for 4-unit, 100% power operation) were incorporated into the LADTAP II analysis
described here. Radionuclides other than tritium are discharged from the MCR, at the
concentration of the MCR, with the long-term average blowdown of 16.5 cfs. Tritium is
discharged from the MCR, again at its concentration in the MCR, with both the blowdown and
evaporation (long-term average evaporation is 146 cfs = 106,000 acre-feet/year); the sum of
blowdown and evaporation rates is the LADTAP discharge rate for the tritium simulations. In all
cases the pond discharge is modeled with a dilution factor of 1 and transit time of 0.1 hours, thus
simulating doses to biota exposed to MCR concentrations.
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The resulting doses (milliradlyear) to biota from the LIQUID PATHWAY, as reported by
LADTAP II are:

Biota Units 1 & 2 Units 3 & 4 Total
Fish 0.85 2.50 3.35
Invertebrate 1.59 5.30 6.90
Algae 0.33 0.54 0.87
Muskrat 2.30 2.44 4.75
Raccoon 0.67 1.38 2.05
Heron 2.72 2.46 5.18
Duck 2.49 3.15 5.64

Gaseous
The doses to biota from STP 3 & 4 gaseous effluents are reported in ER Table 5.4-10 and
repeated here. The GASPAR II input and output files for those units (GASPONE2.DAT and
GASPTWO2.DAT are input files, GAS2XOQO.DAT is required input met file, and
OUT2ONEO.DAT and OUT2TWOO.DAT are output files - the 4 t h special receptor {the
maximum along the boundary} is used) will be provided in the electronic reading room.
Gaseous pathway doses from STP 1 & 2 at that same location (site boundary) were calculated
using the same parameters as used in ER Section 5.4. The input, met and output files for Units 1
& 2 (GASPSTP1.DAT, GAS 1XOQA.DAT, and GAS 1OUTA.DAT) will be provided in the
electronic reading room.

One additional set of GASPAR II files (H3MCRGAS.DAT, GAS 1XOQA.DAT, and
H3MCRGAS.OUT) was used to approximate the dose to biota from MCR evaporated tritium.
This H3 evaporation release rate is the MCR evaporation rate (discussed above) multiplied by
the MCR tritium concentration. The latter, .0153 curies/acre-foot, was conservatively taken at
40-years after Units 3 & 4 startup. The H3 evaporation release rate is then 1620 curies/year.
More than 99% of this tritium evaporation release is attributed to Units 1 & 2 operation. It was
conservatively assumed that all of this tritium, which would be released over the entire surface
area of the MCR, was released at the same location with the same parameters as the Units 1 & 2
gaseous release.

The doses to biota were then calculated from the GASPAR II output information in the manner
indicated in ER Section 5.4 (see Table 5.4-10). The resulting doses (millirad/year) to biota from
the GASEOUS PATHWAY are:

MCR Evap
Biota Units 1 & 2 Units 3 & 4 (H3) Total
Fish 0 0 0 0
Invertebrate 0 0 0 0
Algae 0 0 0 0
Muskrat 0.07 8.45 0.30 8.81
Raccoon 0.11 9.96 0.64 10.70
Heron 0.07 8.45 0.30 8.81
Duck 0.11 9.96 0.64 10.70
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Combining the two tables, the total dose to biota from all 4-units from LIQUID + GASEOUS
PATHWAYS are:

Biota Total
Fish 3.35
Invertebrate 6.90
Algae 0.87
Muskrat 13.56
Raccoon 12.75
Heron 13.99
Duck 16.34

The discussion and conclusions of ER Section 5.4.4 remain valid. The annual dose to biota is
much less than the daily allowable doses (1 rad/day) to aquatic and terrestrial organisms.
Impacts to biota other than members of the public from exposure to radiation would be SMALL
and would not warrant mitigation.

CANDIDATE COLA REVISION:

No COLA ER revisions are required as a result of this response.
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Question Number: Corps-01

RAI SUMMARY:

Provide a detailed description and appropriate plan drawings of the proposed impacts to waters
of the United States so that the Corps may conduct a proper evaluation of the project.

Full Text (Supporting Information):

The Corps is uncertain as to the proposed impacts to waters of the United States. A permit
determination was completed in June 2009 that concluded the proposed activity would require a
Corps permit pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and Section 10 of the Rivers and
Harbors Act of 1899. It is the Corps' understanding that subsequent to this determination,
STPNOC's proposed impacts to waters of the United States have been modified. Therefore,
provide:

(1) a plan and elevation drawing showing the general and specific site location and character of
all proposed activities, including the size relationship of the proposed structures to the size of
the impacted waterway and depth of water in the area drawings of the proposed construction
and their impacts to waters of the United States;

(2) a description of the type, composition and quantity of the material to be dredged, the method
of dredging, and the site and plans for disposal of the dredged material;

(3) the source of the fill material; the purpose of the discharge, a description of the type,
composition and quantity of the material; the method of transportation and disposal of the
material; and

(4) a statement describing how impacts to waters of the United States are to be avoided and
minimized and either a statement describing how impacts to waters of the United States are
to be compensated for or a statement explaining why compensatory mitigation should not be
required for the proposed impacts to waters of the United States.

RESPONSE:

STPNOC is currently developing the Corps' Section 404 and Section 10 permit application for
approval of the proposed re-dredging of the existing barge slips and the placement of culverts
within waters of the U.S. At this time, STPNOC has not finalized all of the engineering design
components necessary for completing the application; therefore, we are unable to address all of
the specific information requests in detail. STPNOC plans to have the draft permit application
completed by mid-October and will meet with the Corps to discuss the adequacy of the permit
application.

(1) STPNOC plans to install six culverts within six existing site drainages associated with the
construction of new roadways for this project. Three of the proposed road crossings have
existing culverts, however, these will be replaced to support new construction vehicle traffic.
Figure 3.9S-1 in the Construction Utilization Plan in Rev 3.0 of the Environmental Report
depicts site locations for each of the proposed activities. Figures 1 through 6 depict cross
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sections for Culverts A, B, C, D, E, and F and illustrate the existing profiles and information
related to the crossing width, depth of water, water width, and bank height for each location. A
cross-section for Culvert G is not included because it is associated with a drainage ditch to be
dug wholly and totally in uplands and consequently has no jurisdictional impacts.

(2) Each crossing will be excavated to proper elevation and then culverts will be placed
accordingly to maintain flow conditions within each drainage. Excavated materials will be
transported to and stored in one of the existing on-site soil stockpiles. Site assessments were
conducted in August 2009 to document ecological conditions associated with each crossing
location.

Dredging will occur within the existing barge terminals in order to deepen and widen both
facilities. Dredge materials from the barge areas is comprised predominately of a silty-clay soils.
The first 0 to 6 inches are comprised of detritus and silt soils while depths below 6 inches are
comprised of a silt-clay matrix. Each barge slip will be dredged to a width of 80 feet and a
maximum depth of 10 feet as depicted in Figure 3.9S- 1. Dredged materials can be placed within
the existing dredge storage area currently utilized as part of the dredge maintenance program for
the River Make-up Pumping Facility (RMPF).

(3) Current plans indicate fill materials will be used in conjunction with the placement of the
culverts and the construction of roadways at each of the drainage crossings. Fill material is
expected to originate from on-site soil stock piles. No off-site transportation of fill material is
currently anticipated. No riprap is expected to be necessary to stabilize the culverts or stream
beds.

(4) A total of approximately 260 linear feet of drainage area will be replaced with 6 culverts
(Culverts A, B, C, D, E, and F). Placement of culverts will be designed to allow for continuous
flow in each of the drainages and will assure that impacts to the current aquatic ecology in each
of the drainages will be small and temporary. Data collected during the site assessments
indicates that aquatic conditions within most of these locations are low to moderate quality and
all of the drainages are routinely maintained or disturbed (i.e. mowed). No compensatory
mitigation is proposed for these actions due to the small impacts and disturbances and the low
quality nature of the drainage systems.

CANDEDATE COLA REVISION:

No COLA revision is required as a result of this response.
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Question Number: Corps-02

OUESTION:

Provide detailed information on the location, size, type, functions and amount of impact to
aquatic and other resources such as aquatic insects and amphibians.

FULL TEXT (Supporting Information):

The discharge of dredged or fill material can result in the loss or change of the physical,
chemical and biological processes that occur in aquatic resources. This includes the loss and
fragmentation of breeding and nesting areas, escape cover, travel corridors, and preferred food
sources for resident and transient wildlife species, such as resident and transient mammals, birds,
reptiles, and amphibians, associated with the aquatic ecosystem.

The Corps' regulations require appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation to replace
functional losses to aquatic resources. Where appropriate, the use of a functional assessment to
determine loss of aquatic function and compensatory mitigation requirements is preferred.

This information will assist the Corps in its permit evaluation and environmental documentation
of the proposed actions and its alternatives. It will also help ensure that the ecological functions
included in the 404 (b)(1) Guidelines are fully considered.

RESPONSE:

STPNOC is currently developing the Corp Section 404 and Section 10 permit application
associated with the proposed dredging of the existing barge slips and the placement of culverts
within waters of the U.S. At this time, STPNOC has not finalized the site assessment for aquatic
resources nor completed a preliminary evaluation of compensatory mitigation necessary for
completing the application, therefore we are unable to address specific responses in detail.
STPNOC plans to have the draft permit application prepared by mid-October and will meet with
the Corps to discuss the completeness of the permit application at that time.
STPNOC conducted a site assessment for each of the proposed culvert locations (Culvert A, B,
C, D, E, and F shown in Figure 3.9S-1 in the Construction Utilization Plan in Rev 3.0 of the
Environmental Report) to evaluate current aquatic and other resources (such as aquatic insects
and amphibians). This data provides the basis for evaluating functional assessment and
compensatory mitigation for the potential impacts and will be included in the Corp application.
Data collected included documenting the waterbody type, stream flow, flow type, bank slope,
stream depth and width, water appearance, substrate, aquatic habitats, and aquatic organisms
observed. Additional components included width of riparian zone, channel condition and
observed disturbances. Table 1 summarizing each of these data at each location is provided.
Data collected during the site assessments indicates that aquatic conditions within most of these
locations are of low to moderate quality and all of the drainages are routinely maintained or
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disturbed (i.e. mowed). No compensatory mitigation is proposed for these actions due to the
small impacts and disturbances and the low quality nature of the drainage systems.

CANDIDATE COLA REVISION:

No COLA revision is required as a result of this response..
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Table 1. Information on Proposed Culvert Sites at the South Texas Project

Culvert Top of Bank Inide Bank Bank~ B~ank Observd Obseved, Substrate Aquatic Hablt~t Organisms Exinfii ExistinigCulvrt? Overall
Width Width~ Slpe Ieinht* Water Width Water Depth _ __ Present-,< Observed? Disturbances Quality

In-stream and Mammals. Insects, Influx from
A 60ft 21 It 40 a to 8 115 f 2D in. Silt. Clay, fringing Beetles, Clams, Fish reservoir relief No - Existing road ModerateCobble vegetation Alligators valves. mowing. parallels

road

B 54 ft 40 ft 30 3 None None Silt, Clay None None Mowing No Low

In-stream and
C 35 ft 12 ft (0 5 to a lOft 12 in. Silt, Clay fringing wetland Fish, Insects Mowing, road 2-3' in diameter are Low to

vegetation set in concrete for Moderate
existing road

D 54 ft 21 ft 30 6 to 8 None None Silt, Clay None None Mowing. road approx. 2-3' indiameter are under Low

existing road

In-stream Steel pipes approx. 2- Low toE 90 ft 21 ft 30 to 10 5 to 6 ft 24 in. Silt, Clay vegetation Fish Mowing, road 3 in diameter are Moderate
under existing road

F 0ft 12 ft 30 7 tog 9 12It 12 in. Silt, Clay In-stream None observed, but Mowing No Low to
vegetation fish are likely Moderate

G N/A N/A N/A NIA NIA WA Silt, Clay None None None No Low

'Bank Slope values are estimated in degrees, and Bank Height values are estimated in feet.
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Question Number: Corps-03

QUESTION:

Provide a "no-action" alternative that would result in no construction requiring a Corps permit.

FULL TEXT (Supporting Information):

In order to embrace all of STPNOC's alternatives, the Corps requires STPNOC to include a "no
action" alternative that results in no construction requiring a Corps permit. A no action
alternative may result if (1) STPNOC elects to modify the proposed action to eliminate work
under the jurisdiction of the Corps or (2) the Corps permit is denied.

RESPONSE:

STPNOC is currently developing the Corps Section 404 and Section 10 permit application
associated with the proposed dredging of the existing barge slips and the placement of culverts
within waters of the U.S. At this time, STPNOC has not completed the alternatives analysis
necessary for completing the application; therefore, we are unable to address specific responses
in detail. A formal alternatives analysis will be completed during the Corp permit application
process. STPNOC plans to have the draft permit application completed by mid-October and will
meet with the Corps to discuss any unresolved issues at that time.

The proposed action is two-fold: (1) the enhancement of the two existing barge slips along the
Colorado River; and (2) the placement of culverts across six drainages determined to be
jurisdictional under the Clean Water Act. A No-Action Alternative would be one which requires
neither of these two proposed actions. The No-Action alternative to the first proposed action
would mean that barge access would not be available for offloading components, materials and
equipment. The No-Action alternative to the second proposed action would prevent the use of
some site roadways in support of construction of STP 3 & 4. Either of these No-Action
alternatives could ultimately result in no construction and hence no additional baseload
generation for use by the owners and/or for eventual sale on the wholesale market. The No-
Action Alternative is considered to be equivalent to denial of the permit by the USACE.

Potential alternatives to dredging barge slips include: 1) constructing a large crane system to
offload materials barged up the Colorado River; 2) use of railroad to transport materials to the
site; and 3) use of existing public roadways to transport materials to the site. As discussed
below, each of these options could either result in a larger impacts or increased safety concerns
for the project.
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1) Alternate crane off-loading system. Were it not possible to construct or upgrade
appropriate barge slips, STPNOC could construct a crane system that would unload large
components directly from barges moored in the Colorado River. The footprint to support
such a crane system would impact additional upland habitats and require the placement of
substantial structural concrete for the crane pad. While it may be possible to offload
barges in this manner, the moored barge(s) could represent a significant impediment to
navigation on the Colorado River. Further, a crane system as described above would not
be useful in off-loading aggregate and other bulk materials. Such items would then be
brought in either by rail or truck as described below.

2) Rail Transport. While there is a railroad spur that accesses the STP site, its use is
currently not planned as part of this project. This spur would likely have to be
refurbished and upgraded to restore it to serviceable condition. This could require
substantial offsite work that would result in impacts at numerous stream crossings. While
use of the rail spur could facilitate transport of aggregate and other bulk materials to the
site, it likely would not allow for the transport of large components whose weight is
beyond the capacity of rail and bridge crossings. Consequently, additional methods of
transporting such components would still be required.

3) Public Road Transport. The use of public roads to transport construction materials and
components to the site could be considered as an alternative. However, the significant
increase in truck traffic could result in the need to upgrade roadways and bridges that
would result in greater impacts than the preferred alternative. Given the extreme size and'
weight of some components, it is unclear whether public bridges could be rebuilt to
sustain the additional weight. Also the addition of significant numbers of trucks to the
highway system could represent a safety concern.

Alternatives to the placement of culverts would be to use current on-site roadways or span the
existing drainages. Using the existing roadways through the plant facilities is not feasible due to
safety and security issues associated with the current plant infrastructure and narrow roadways.
Spanning the drainages may not be preferable due to potential engineering constraints
concerning weight and load bearing from heavy equipment. Additional concerns include
increased impacts to upland areas at each of the crossings.

CANDIDATE COLA REVISION:

No COLA revision is required as a result of this response.
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1 PURPOSE and SCOPE

1.1 The purpose of this avian protection plan (APP) is to document dead or injured
birds and bird nests found during operations in the transmission line corridors
(approximately 20 miles in length) between the South Texas Project and the
Hillje, Texas substation.

1.2 This APP is part of AEP's program to reduce company liability under the
federal bird-protection acts, and to improve system reliability. This guideline is
intended to help:
1.2.1 Manage avian/utility interactions (electrocutions, collisions, and

nests),
1.2.2 Document bird mortalities,
1.2.3 Document problem nests,
1.2.4 Document remedial actions taken to prevent recurring problems.

1.3 Reporting and record keeping provide the basis for compliance with federal bird
protection laws and for the management of bird interactions with AEP energy
delivery facilities. When the conditions that lend themselves to repeated
electrocutions, collisions, and nesting are encountered and understood, similar
structures may be modified proactively before outages are caused or protected
birds are injured or killed.

1.4 This APP is directed toward large bird species (e.g., raptors, waterfowl, herons,
and egrets) and their nests. However, it is applicable to all protected species
and non-protected species that cause operational or maintenance problems.
Non-protected species are: English sparrow, European starling, common pigeon
(rock dove), and the monk parakeet.
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2 DEFINITIONS and ABBREVIATIONS

Term Meaning

APP Avian Protection Plan - a plan implemented by an electric
utility to reduce the operational problems encountered between
birds and nests and utility facilities, and to comply with federal
and state bird protection laws.

BGEPA The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act of 1940 (16U.S.C.
669-668d, 54 Stat. 250), protects North American eagles, their
eggs, nests, and parts. It is enforced with substantial fines and
jail time.

Endangered Any species of fish, plant life, or wildlife that is in danger of
Species extinction throughout all or a significant part of its range and

is listed on the USFWS Threatened and Endangered Species
List. Each state has its own list of endangered and threatened
species as well.

ES AEP Environmental Services

ESA The Endangered Species Act of 1973 (16 U.S.C. 1531-1544,
87 Stat. 884), as amended - Public Law 93-205, applies to
plants and to animals and their habitat. These species can be
found on the USFWS Threatened and Endangered Species
List. It is enforced with substantial fines and jail time.

MBTA The Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 treaty between U.S.,
Canada, Mexico, Japan and Russia: 16 U.S.C. 703-712),
protects native North American birds, their nests, eggs and
parts. It is enforced with substantial fines and jail time.

Mitigate To make less harsh or hostile; to make less severe or painful.

Necropsy Postmortem examination to determine the cause of death - an
autopsy of an animal.

Non-protected English (house) sparrow, European starling, common~pigeon
Species (rock dove), and monk parakeet.

Proactive Provide resources and training to improve employees'

1 A list of Texas' threatened and endangered birds can be found in Attachment 1.
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Management knowledge and awareness. Also, to anticipate bird interaction
sites in the AEP energy delivery system so they may be
designed or retrofitted or otherwise remediated before negative
interactions occur.

Protected Species All birds native to North America are protected by federal law
except some upland game birds, which are protected by state
laws.

Reactive Document bird mortalities and problem nests; conduct
Management remedial measures where practical, and notify the area

USFWS field office in accordance with these Bird
Management Guidelines.

Remediate To apply a treatment that corrects or counteracts a problem.

Retrofit To add parts that were not included in the original structure.

Threatened Species Any species which is likely to become an endangered species
within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant
portion of its range, which is listed on the USFWS Threatened
and Endangered Species List.

USFWS The United States Fish and Wildlife Service

5
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3 REFERENCES

3.1 This guideline has been prepared for managing bird/power line incidents in the
right-of-way between STP and the Hillje Substation. It is consistent with the
principles being used to develop the system-wide AEP Avian Protection Plan.

3.2 Requirements and recommendations for managing birds on power lines can be

found in the following:

3.2.1 Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA)

3.2.2 Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA)

3.2.3 Endangered Species Act (ESA)

3.2.4 Federal Authority: 50 CFR 13

3.2.5 EEI/APLIC documents:

3.2.5.1 Suggested Practices for Avian Protection on Power Lines:
The State of the Art in 2006

3.2.5.2 Mitigciting Bird Collisions with Power Lines: The State of the
Art in 1994

3.2.6 AEP Avian Protection Policy - EP-08-14
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4 SAFETY

NOTE: Whatever the danger, the safety of AEP personnel is of paramount

importance and must be assured before any.action is taken.

4.1 Wildlife is regarded as property of the state or federal government. Never
attempt to shoot, touch, harass, capture or transport any wildlife. Such activities
are illegal without special permits or licenses.

4.2 Be aware that handling wildlife can also be dangerous. Rabies can be
transmitted through bites from mammals. Birds do not carry rabies, however,
wounds inflicted with beaks or talons can cause serious injuries and infections.

4.3 Other diseases can be transmitted through contact with animals/birds and their
droppings. This is especially the case with colonial nesting and flocking birds
that can concentrate viral, bacterial and fungal diseases, which can be
transmitted to humans.
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5 ELECTROCUTIONS and COLLISIONS (See Attachment 3)

5.1 EAGLE OR ENDANGERED BIRD

5.1.1 IF a dead/injured eagle or endangered bird species is encountered
during operations, THEN follow these steps:

5.1.1.1 Complete the appropriate Bird Incident Report (BIRD) form
(Attachment 2) (there is a form for TRANSMISSION LINES AND STRUCTURES

and one for SUBSTATIONS).

5.1.1.2 Take photographs of the bird, structure, and surroundings.

5.1.1.3 Relay this information to your supervisor.

5.1.2 Supervisor Responsibilities:

5.1.2.1 Contact Environmental Services (ES) (David Bouchard, Phone:
214-777-1109 (cell: 214-536-6993),

5.1.2.2 Forward BIRD form and photographs to ES.

5.1.2.3 Review mitigation plans with ES.

5.1.3 ES Responsibilities:

5.1.3.1 Contact USFWS agent.2

5.1.3.2 Arrange for USFWS to retrieve eagle carcass.

5.1.3.3 Consult with supervisor to consider/plan remediation.

5.1.3.4 Submit USFWS bird mortality/injury report.

5.1.3.5 Keep records of all remediation work including: location,
measures taken to prevent further electrocutions, and the cost
of manpower, equipment, retrofitting, etc.

5.2 NON-EAGLE, NON-ENDANGERED BIRD

5.2.1 IF a dead/injured protected bird is encountered during operations,
THEN follow these steps:
5.2.1.1 Complete the appropriate BIRD form (Attachment 2), take

photographs of the bird, structure, and surroundings.
5.2.1.2 Bury bird on site if possible (otherwise leave it where it was

found).
5.2.1.3 Relay this information to your supervisor.

5.2.2 Supervisor Responsibilities:

2 Special Agent

Office of Law Enforcement
Victoria, TX
361-575-8608
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5.2.2.1 Contact ES (David Bouchard, Phone: 214-777-1109; cell: 214-
536-6993).

5.2.2.2 Forward BIRD form to ES.

5.2.2.3 Review mitigation plans with ES.

5.2.3 ES Responsibilities:

5.2.3.1 Consult with supervisor to consider/plan remediation.

5.2.3.2 Record all remediation work including: location, measures
taken to prevent further electrocutions, and the cost of
manpower, equipment, retrofitting, etc.

5.2.3.3 Submit USFWS bird mortality/injury report.
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6 NESTS on POWER STRUCTURES or in RIGHTS-OF-WAY (Attachment 4)

6.1 EAGLE OR ENDANGERED BIRD SPECIES NESTS

6.1.1 IF an active or inactive problem nest is found that belongs to an eagle
or endangered bird species, THEN do the following:

6.1.1.1 Leave the nest where it is - no eagle or endangered species nest
may be handled without a permit issued by USFWS.

6.1.1.2 If the nest is creating operational problems, complete the
appropriate BIRD form (Attachment 2), photograph the nest,
birds if possible, the structure, and the surroundings.

6.1.1.3 Report and forward findings to your supervisor.

6.1.2 Supervisor Responsibilities:

6.1.2.1 Contact ES - (David Bouchard, Phone: 214-777-1109; cell:
214-536-6993).

6.1.2.2 Forward BIRD form and photographs to ES.

6.1.2.3 Consider mitigation plans with ES.

6.1.3 ES Responsibilities:

6.1.3.1 Contact USFWS and apprise of the circumstances, obtain
permit or permission to move/remove the nest.

6.1.3.2 Consult with supervisor to consider/nest management options
and make an action plan (see 7.5).

6.2 NON-EAGLE OR NON-ENDANGERED, PROTECTED BIRD SPECIES ACTIVE
PROBLEM NEST

6.2.1 IF an active problem nest is found that belongs to a non-eagle or non-
endangered, protected species, THEN do the following:

6.2.1.1 Complete the appropriate BIRD form (Attachment 2), take
photographs of the nest, the bird if possible, the structure, and
the surroundings.

6.2.1.2 Report and forward findings to your supervisor.

6.2.2 Supervisor's Responsibilities:

6.2.2.1 Contact ES - (David Bouchard, Phone:, 214-777-1109; cell:
214-536-6993).

6.2.2.2 Forward BIRD form and photographs to ES.

6.2.2.3 Consider mitigation plans with ES.

6.2.3 ES Responsibilities

10
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6.2.3.1 Contact USFWS for permit/permission to
remove/move/dispose of the nest. USFWS will provide
guidelines/recommendations for management action.

6.2.3.2 Consult with supervisor regarding nest management and make
an action plan (see 7.5).

6.2.3.3 Arrange, when necessary, for a certified rehabilitator to salvage
eggs or young from the nest.

6.2.3.4 Submit report to USFWS.

6.3 NON-EAGLE OR NON-ENDANGERED, PROTECTED BIRD SPECIES INACTIVE
PROBLEM NEST

6.3.1 IF an inactive problem nest is found that belongs to a non-eagle or non-
endangered, protected species, THEN do the following:

6.3.1.1 Remove nest from structure.

6.3.1.2 Identify species if possible.

6.3.1.3 Bury or bum the sticks on site. (This prevents the birds from
reusing this nest material to immediately rebuild the nest).

6.3.1.4 Complete the appropriate BIRD form (Attachment 2), take
photographs of the nest, the structure, and the surroundings.

6.3.1.5 Report and forward findings to your supervisor.

6.3.2 Supervisor Responsibilities:

6.3.2.1 Forward BIRD form and photographs to ES.

6.3.2.2 Consider nest management actions with ES.

6.3.3 ES Responsibilities:

6.3.3.1 Consider nest management actions with Supervisor.

6.3.3.2 Submit report to USFWS.

6.4 NON-PROTECTED SPECIES NEST

6.4.1 IF an active or inactive problem nest is found that belongs to a non-
protected species, THEN do the following:

6.4.1.1 Remove the nest and humanely dispose of any young birds
present. For nestling-sized birds, chest compression may be
used. The thumb and forefinger are placed on each side of the
chest on the ribcage; pressure is gradually and steadily applied
to stop lung and heart motion. The bird will appear to faint and
fall asleep. The remains should be buried.

6.4.1.2 Bury the nest as well.

6.4.1.3 Report actions to supervisor.
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6.4.2 Supervisor Responsibilities:

6.4.2.1 Report action to ES.

6.4.2.2 Consider mitigation plans with ES.

6.4.3 ES Responsibilities:

6.4.3.1 Log the incident for reference file.

6.4.3.2 Consult with supervisor about remediation.

6.5 REMEDIATION

6.5.1 Regardless of the species, nest management must be considered.
Management examples for non-protected species include modifications
that prevent rebuilding the nest in the same place.

6.5.2 Nest management for protected species includes, among other things,
moving the nest to a safe part of the structure or placing a dummy pole
nearby and moving the nest to it.
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7 REFERENCES

7.1 Statutes

7.1.1 Migratory Bird Treaty Act

7.1.2 Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act

7.1.3 Endangered Species Act

7.1.4 Federal Authority: 50 CFR 13

7.2 Documents

7.2.1 AEP Bird Management Guideline

7.2.2 EEI/APLIC Manual: Suggested Practices for Avian Protection on Power
Lines: The State of the Art in 2006

7.2.3 EEI/APLIC Manual: Mitigating Bird Collisions with Power Lines: The
State of the Art in 1994

7.3 Training

7.3.1 STP Transmission Line Bird Management and Conservation Training
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ATTACHMENT 1

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES
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Threatened and Endangered
Species
The following endangered bird species can
be found in Texas. The Endangered Species
Act, Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act,
and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act protect
these species (larger species in bold):

FEDERAL THREATENED/ENDANGERED

SPECIES

* Bald Eagle
" Brown Pelican
* Whooping Crane
* Northern Aplomado Falcon
* Mexican Spotted Owl
* Attwater's Prairie Chicken
* Eskimo Curlew
" Interior Least Tern
* Piping Plover
* Red-cockaded Woodpecker
" Ivory-billed Woodpecker
" Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
" Black-capped Vireo
" Golden-cheeked Warbler

STATE THREATENED/ENDANGERED

SPECIES

" Brown Pelican
" Reddish Egret
* White-faced Egret
* Whooping crane
* Bald Eagle
* Swallow-tailed Kite
* Grey Hawk
* Common Black Hawk
" White-tailed Hawk
* Zone-tailed Hawk
" Northern Aplomado Falcon
* Peregrine falcon (all varieties)
* Cactus Pigmy Ferruginous Owl
* Mexican Spotted Owl
" Attwater's Greater Prairie Chicken
" Eskimo Curlew
" Interior Least Tern
" Piping Plover
" Red-cockaded Woodpecker
* Ivory-billed Woodpecker
* Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
* Northern Bearded Tyrannulet
* Rose-throated Becard

Tropical Parula
* Black-capped Vireo
* Golden-cheeked Warbler
* Bachman's Sparrow
* "Texas" Botteri's Sparrow
* "Arizona" Botteri's Sparrow
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ATTACHMENT 2

Bird Incident Report Forms:

Transmission Facilities

Substations
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Z-'Transmission Bird Fatality/Injury Reporting Form

Contact Information
Name of finder:
Phone Number:

OMS Area:

-1Date:

Location of Incident
State: TX County-
Nearest City or Town:
Circuit Name: STP to HILLJE Structure No.:
GPS Coordinates, Intersection, or Street Address:

Fatalityllnjury Details Number of birds involved __

Date the Bird was Discovered: L-/-_/_/ Date of Outage if Different: ./__/__

Type of Bird (e.g. bald eagle, vulture, red-tiled hawk, crow, etc.) or circle closest match below:

cred beak poind blong neck

iweb feet e5g

sharp talon$ .,

Condition of the Bird: Alive 1l Dead El

If Alive, Actions Taken:

Describe the Bird's Injuries:

Was the Bird Recovered El Left in Place El
If Recovered, Indicate One of the Following:
Buried On Site El Rehabilitation Center El Transferred to/Picked up by USFWS El Veterinarian El

Name/Address/Phone of: Rehab Center, USFWS Agent, Veterinarian, Other:

Apparent Cause of Fatality/Injury (indicate all that apply): Electrocution El Probable Electrocution El
Collision El Probable Collision El Unknown El Other El (explain):

Was There a Transmission Circuit Outage? Yes El No El Unknown El Outage No: ( )

If Yes, Approx. Time : a.m. El/p.m. El Power Restored at: : a.m. El/p.m. El

If No, was There a Circuit Breaker Operation: Yes El No El

Structure Configuration

Describe the line structure configuration involved in this incident. (e.g., lattice tower, horizontal post, etc.)

Voltage: kV

Is There an Underbuild? Yes El No

Is There an Overhead Static Line? Yes El No El

Are There Secondary Lines? Yes El No []
If this incident was related to an electrocution, or possible electrocution, indicate where on the
structure it occurred, i.e., what were the points of contact?

What is the Spacing Between Phases? ft.

What is the Distance Between Conductor and Crossarm? ft. over

17
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=.Transmission Bird Fatality/Injury Reporting Form

Where was the Bird Found in Relation the Structure? (e.g., on the structure, at its base, etc.)

What Equipment was Damaged?

Has this Structure had a Bird Incident Before: Yes El No El
If Yes, when?
What Action was Taken Then?

Environmental Conditions

Surrounding Environment (check all that apply):
Wooded El Grassland El Wetland El Shoreline E] Lake/Pond/Stream El Cultivated El Flat El Rolling El Hilly
El Rural 11 Suburban El Urban El

Weather Conditions when Bird Incident Occurred (if known): Clear[] Fog'El WindEl Snow[] Rain[]

Other El - explain:

Food Sources Nearby (check any applicable): Prey El Person feeding El Food processing facility El Dumpster El

Landfill El Restaurant El Other El: (describe):

Is There a Nest on the Structure? Yes El No El Is there a nest nearby? Yes El No El

If Yes, is the Nest Active*? Yes El No El Unknown El

Protection / Retrofit Measures
Is There Bird/Animal Protection on the Structure? Yes El No El
If Yes, Check All the Protection Devices Present:

Bird DeterrentDevice (describe):

Bird Flapper Device -
Bird or Swan Flight Diverter (BFD, SFD) or Vibration Damper
Bushing Cover(s)
Conductor Spacing Increased
Elevated Perch
Extension Link (non-conducting)
Ground Wire Cover/Insulation

-Jumper Wire Cover/Insulation
-Jumper Wire(s) Suspended under Crossarm

Perch Guard(s) (to discourage perching)
Nest Platform
Pole-top Extension
Primary Insulator Cover (e.g., "Birdguard")
Other Bird/Animal Protection (describe):

Additional Information / Photographs
Remarks regarding this fatality/injury: What was or could be done to prevent a similar incident from
happening again? Include date or planned date of mitigation completion and a photo of the
modifications when complete.

Include PHOTOGRAPHS of Structure, Surroundings, Close-up of Carcass and Injuries, Nest, Burn
Marks on Structure/Equipment associated with this outage:

* eggs or young present or, in case of colonial nesters (e.g., herons) an active nest on the structure means all
nests are considered active by the law.

Send Report to David Bouchard, 1201 Elm St., Suite 800, Dallas, TX 75270 or PO Box 660164, Dallas, TX
75270-0164. Email dcbouchard(kaep.com. Phone: 214-777-1109, cell - 214-536-6993.
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= Substation Bird Fatality/Injury Reporting Form

Contact Information
Name of finder: OMS Area:
Phone Number:

Location of Incident

State: TX
Nearest Town or Community:
Street Address, Intersection, or GPS Coordinates:

Substation Name: HILLJI Station No.:

Fatalityllnjury Details

Date the bird was discovered: / / Date of Outage if different: / /

Type of bird (e.g. bald eagle, vulture, red-tailed hawk, crow, etc.) or circle closest match below:

curved beak long neck

poe ekrOowded beak orcfibo

hr" -/4'" ng legsweb feet

Condition of the bird: Alive El Dead 0l
Describe the bird's injuries:

Was the bird Recovered El Left in Place El
If recovered, indicate one of the following:
Buried on site El Rehabilitation Center El Transferred to/Picked up by USFWS El Veterinarian El
Other El (explain):

Name, Address & Phone of: Rehab center, USFWS agent, Veterinarian, Other:

Apparent cause of fatality/injury (indicate all that apply): Electrocution El Probable Electrocution El
Collision El Probable Collision El Other El (explain):

Did an outage result? Yes El No E Unknown El
If Yes, date / / , time : _ duration : _ of outage.
Outage No: (e.g., 70119-1):

If no outage, was there a recloser operation? Yes El No El
Any previous bird/animal incidents at this sub: Yes El No El
If yes, When: / / , / / , / , / /
Where in the Sub did the incident occur:

Structure Configuration

Substation Voltage:
What were the contact points?
What was the voltage at the point of contact? kV
Was there equipment damage: Yes El No El
If Yes, what equipment was damaged and what were the repair costs?
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Environmental Conditions
Surrounding Environment (check all that apply):

Wooded El Grassland 11 Wetland Cl Shoreline E River, Lake, Waterbody E Cultivated El
Flat El Rolling El Hilly El Rural El Suburban El Urban E
Weather Conditions at the time of the incident (if known): Clear El Fog El Wind El Snow El Rain
El Unknown [] Other [] - explain:

Food sources nearby (indicate any applicable): Prey El Person feeding El Food processing facility El
Dumpster El Landfill El Restaurant [] Unknown [] Other[] describe:
Is/was there a bird nest in the sub? Yes El No El If no, is a nest evident nearby? Yes El No El

If Yes for either situation, is the nest active*? Yes El No El Unknown El

Protection / Retrofit Measures

Was bird/animal protection in place on equipment in the sub? Yes El No El

If Yes, check all existing bird/animal protection devices present or added:
Bird Deterrent Device - (please describe):
Bushing Cover(s)
Jumper Wire Cover/Insulation
Conductor Spacing Increased from Original Design
Ground Wire Cover/Insulation
Perch Guard(s) (to discourage perching)
Primary Insulator Cover (e.g., Salisbury's "Birdguard")
Elevated Perch
Other equipment covers
Other Bird/Animal Protection - (please describe):

Additional Information/Photographs

Remarks regarding this fatality/injury/nest: What was or could be done to prevent a similar incident
from happening again?

Include PHOTOGRAPHS of Structure, Bums on Structure, Surroundings, Nest, Close-up of Carcass
and Injuries:

* eggs or young present or, in case of colonial nesters (e.g., herons) any active nest on the structure means
all nests are considered active by the law.

Send Report to David Bouchard, 1201 Elm St., Suite 800, Dallas, TX 75270 or PO Box 660164, Dallas, TX
75270-0164. Email dcbouchard(,aep.com, Phone: 214-777-1109, 8-777-1109, FAX - 214-777-1138, cell - 214-
536-6993.
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ATTACHMENT 3

AEP PROCEDURES FOR BIRD INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
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AEP PROCEDURES FOR BIRD INCIDENT MANAGEMENT

I1 DEAD PROTECTED BIRD
(Raptor, Waterbird, Raven, etc.)

1

With Band or Collar

(Record Band Info) I Non-Eagle/Non-
Endangered Species

I

Fill Out
BIRD FORM

Attachment 2

Leave On Site
(bo Not Bury)

II F

Fill Out
BIRD FORM

Attachment 2

Bury
On Site

Contact
Supervisor H

Contact ES 2 L-I Contact
Supervisor

1.
2.

Bird Mortalities and Problem Nest: enter information on the BIRD form and send to ES.
ES: Dave Bouchard (214-777-1109) (cell: 214-536-6993)
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ATTACHMENT 4

AEP PROCEDURES FOR BIRD NEST MANAGEMENT
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AEP PROCEDURES FOR BIRD NEST MANAGEMENT

1. If Imminent Danger exists, take the necessary action first, then call ES immediately
afterward.

2. Dave Bouchard (214-777-1109) (cell: 214-536-6993)

3. Prior to taking any action on a problem nest, personnel are required to determine:
" What bird species is using the nest? Is it an eagle or endangered species nest, or is it a

nest of another protected bird? (Refer to Attachment 1 for names of Texas'
endangered/threatened species).

* Nest Status. Is the nest active (eggs or live young present), or inactive?
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ATTACHMENT 5

Identifying Protected and non-Protected Bird Species
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Bird Management Guideline

ATTACHMENT 6

Identifying Nests and Eggs
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Egg and Nest Identification

Though there are only four species that are not protected, they appear more frequently around
human activity and structures than any of the 830-plus protected species. Even with the
possibility that a nest encountered on a work site is one of the unprotected species, being certain
we are not disturbing a protected nest is critical. The following photos of unprotected nests and
eggs provides a guide, but because of variation within a species and similarities with other
species makes identification unreliable, the adults belonging to the nest need to be identified as
well.
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